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Abstract:
The origination of two projects, their development and implementation, described
in this paper, illustrate a concept of non-partisan citizen leadership. The report

begins with a discourse on the over-arching theme of community sustainability

through discussions of our complex world and citizen participation in democracy.
This leadership concept is embodied within the context of two projects, the Rural
Community Leadership Project, and the Sustainability Forums Project.
Methodologies to examine community sustainability used by both projects

described in this thesis were designed to foster proactive citizen leadership,
which will help to plan their community's future. lt provides for project
participants at the local level to have ownership in every step of the process.

Qualitative methods were used to evaluate each project's effectiveness and
include an assessment as to whether or not this type of approach has promise

for more widespread adoption.
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1

INTRODUCTION
Taking into Account a Gomplex World
The contemporary uttorld is a complex mix of ecosystems, communities, people,
flora, ftauna, minerals, and many patterns interacting. Concomitantly, for
individuals and communities to live together, and to have the type of world
desired, is an extremely difficult and complicated endeavor. Everyone has his or
her vieur of how the world should

be. Often these world-views clash or confiict.

To help understand and control this complexity, many programs have been
developed to improve communities and to protect and enhance the world. Often,
these programs have a tendency to be too focused on the very specific or a few
issue$, and fail to take into account full global complexity, thusly effecting very

little real or lasting change.

Citizen Participation in Democracy
Within natural systems, a change in one aspect of the system affects other
aspects of the system. We also see this in human communities

-

changes in

some aspect of the community affect others. lnstitutions across the spec'trum of

society are beginning to perceive the complexities of human communities as
they encourage participation by people afhcted.
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How relevant is public participation in government decisions and cooperative

decision-making? How pertinent are democratic ideals in today's world? What
kind of participation of "the people" should be expeeted in greater society? A
reasonable conclusion would be that citizens could assulTle more civic
responsibility if they had an improved comprehension of their roles in a

democracy, lt would appear to help if citizens were aware of the mechanisms
already in place, which provide opportunities for citizens to demonstrate their
own leadership qualities
action

-

-

their vision for the future

-

their freedom to take

and for them to know how to be able to utilize their ability to gamer

support for what they believe.
There is a proud history of citizens exhibiting leadership and coming together to
make significant decisions. American history records people assuming

leadership during times of war, social upheaval and times of natural disasters.
Oftentimes there are untold stories of how grassroots citizens have contributed
toward the betterment of society. Repeatedly, ordinary people have proven to
be extraordinary leaders, inspiring people to rally to do vuhat was necessary to

establish sound governmental policy or restore normalcy after some dreadful

event. Historic moments Iike these tend to invigorate the heroic spirit within
individuals to where they unselfishly take it upon themselves to help the larger
community, to help "set it righf'.
People in American society are'more infomed than ever before. They have
unlimited access to information, from radio, television, lntemet and from the print
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media. lt would seem to follow, that with all of this information, the public ttuould
want to be more personally involved in decision making, because whether or not

they are aware of it, public well being is faced with decisions affecting quality of
living for individuals, for cornmunities, and for future generations. How are those
decisions being rnade and by whom?
Citizen participation, in part, is judged by how many people will vote in an

election. Cutting through the hyperbole across the ainlraves and in print, there is
a perception that, except when it comes time for an elec'tion, citizens do not
need to be engaged in public affairs. Over the last decade, regardless of

attention given to elections and voter turnout, fewer eligible voters exercised
their franchise. An exception to this took place in Minnesotia's 1998 election,
where there was an increase in voter tumout that included new voters who
registered on Election Day at the polls. Gratifying as that election turnout ffas,
will these statistics transfer into long-term public participation by those neur
voters?
Beyond voting, do citizens understand how they, as individuals, can contribute to

the system of democracy in many other ways? lt may be that our organizational
governing structures have become too complex for one individual citizen to see
how they can have an effect. To paraphrase a definition of a sacrament, wttich
is "an outward and visible sign of inward and spiritual grace", it might seem that
low voter tumout is an outward and visible sign of inramrd lack of understanding

of a citizen's role within the democratic system. ln other words, instead of
3

conoentrating on the symptom of "getting out the vote," it would seem more
productive to erplore ways to engage citizens in a broader range of governanoe

activities on a regular basis.
Today, managernent philosophy across the United States, promotes movement
toward a democratic style of management by encouraging involvement of

employees at all levels of institutions. This is bringing about appreciable change
to what has been the tradition of depending on an "expert", o[ someone from the
utop"

to decide what is best for the organization or the public at large.

Government agencies are beginning to combine aspects of the natural world
with aspects of human community in their program design and delivery.
Gommon themes, borrowed from natural systems, recently refined to

acrommodate the corporate business world, are proving successful for
implementing public programs. Corporate and govemment personnel are
improving their relationship skills, as are other sectors of the community by
implementing sustiainability principles using "systems thinkingn for planning.

We define sustainability as the pursuit of environmental stewardship, economic
security, civic democracy and social justice as complementary goals.
.systems thinking", within the setting of sustainability, is to think holistically. lt
fusters the ability to see interrelationships and connections betvtreen the
numerous aspec,ts of a sltuation. This technique of "systerns thinking" can help
improve planning for organizations and communities.

4

Citizen participation in decision-making is called the "sofr systems " process of
inquiry, a process which promotes involvement of "the people" to work together
to plan and visualize what they want for their organization or community in the

future. Such an approach invites people to think for themselves and design their
own future, rather than expecting sorneone from the outside coming into a
community and telling people wlrat to do. Government agencies, non-profit

organizations, and any organization can use the "soft systems" approach to
design more effective prograrns.

Problem Statement
Too few citizens are engaged in a broad range of these activities on a regular

basis. Planning and government decision-making is often criticized as more
often reactive rather than proactive. Critics state there is a lack of vision or
insight as to how decisions are made and how those decisions will affeet the

future. When citizens are engaged in decision-making activities, and they
clearly demonstrate leadership qualities, those actions may on occasion be
publicly noted by formal leaders or media outlets, but are those actions taken
into account as citizens in Ieadership? There is no uniffing leadership theory

that measures the value of a citizen's contribution to the affairs of state. Nor is
there acknowledgment of citizens' executive ability in effecting worthwhile
changes in a community as well as in government policies at every level.
Adopting and utilizing sustainability principles can counteract this problem.

5

Working through two projecE, the Rural Leadership Project and the
Sustainability Forums Project, citizens are invited to find how they are able to
influence community processes and to help establish sustainability policy.
Citizens also learn how to work comfortably within community systems. Through

these projects it is erpected that citizens will learn how to collaborate with
government and non{ovemment organizations as well as the wider community
in which they live.

For the Sustainabillty Forums, the purpose of this study is to evaluate citizen

leadership within a process utilizing four elements qf a proposed citizen

leadership model;

.
.
.
.

Citizen participation in the process of govemanoe.
A deliberative forum
working collectively rrvith other citizens.
Power of the people.
Self-actualization.

-

A Universe of Definitions Serves this Field:
These definitions are becoming the common language that has emerged out of
increased interest and activity in the field of community sustainability. These

definitions are becoming widespread as more and more people working in this
field are using them.

Givic Democtilcy: The prac'tice of democracy at the municipal level where an
active and engaged citizenry is the prlrnary source of political povuer.

6
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Citizen Leaderchip: A leadership that arises from "the people," as exemplified
by individuals who come forurard with ideas and wisdom to prod society with a
sense of visiofi, o facility for persuasion and an orientation toward action.

Gommunity: People interacting cooperatively. Characterized by the collective
responsibility shared by each member of the group, acting with freedom fur their
cause without supervision from someone in charge.

Community Sustainability: The goal of a system of development cultivated in
places where people pursue environmental stewardship, economic security, civic

democracy and social justice as complementary goals.

Constructed Gapital Stocks: All the human-made tools, machines, buildings,
technologies and infrastructure that enhance productivity.

Ecological literacy: Operational knowledge about the local and global
environmental impacts of economic and social systems and an understanding of
the methods to address these impacts.

Ecological Services: Biological, chemical, physical and geological processes
performed by natural environments, such as climate stabilization, water
cleansing, air puriffing, etc., that contribute to people's individual, social and
economic well-being.

Ecological Sustainability: A strongly proactive type of sustainability based on
belieft that human population should be stabilized or reduced and that
7
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ecological services and renewable natural resources are the fuundation of

economies. Ecological sustainability also holds that human-made substitutes for
darnaged ecosystems or depleted natural resources are inferior to natural
capitral, that the protection of biodiversity is paramount, and that there are limits

to human knowledge. Advanced ecological literacy is the foundation for
ecological sustainability.

Ecosystem: Unique combinations of interacting living and non-living
components that characterize a particular area.

Ecosystem iilanagement An ecosystem approach in vuhich the relationships of
all the elernents and features of a system are considered. ln communities this
approach examines the relationships of everyone in the community. lt is
necessary to use a systems approach to do this,

Education About Sustainability: The interdisciplinary use of civics, soience,
political science, geography and other traditional disciplines to advance
environmental protection, economic security, civic democracy and social justice
as complementiary goals. Education about sustainability is a lifulong process
that emphasizes systems thinking, partnerships, multicultural perspectives and
citizen empowerment.

Grassroote Citizen: A member of the public who is not paid to think about
political and social issues or problems. ldeally someone who is obiective but
may still have preftrences and biases.

I

Human Capital Stocks: The skills and knowledge of the human workforce.
Natural Capital Stocks: The Earth, its natural resources and living systems.
Supplies of living and nonliving, renewable and nonrenewable natural elements
used by humans, such as soil, air, woods, water and wildlife.

Proactive Approach: Analyzing concerns over an issue in advance of it
becoming of critical importance.

Quality of Life: A state defined by an individual's or community's ability to
achieve a desired level of economic, social, physical and spiritual well-being.

Social Capital: Social capital' referE to features of social organization such as
networks, norms and social trust that facilitate coordination and cooperation for
mutual benefit

Social Justice: The act of making decisions that have just and equitable social
consequences.

Soft Systems Approach: ls a qualitative approach to inquiry and problem
solving, having to do with human condition in contrast to natural or scientifc
systems.

$tewardship: Ongoing responsibility for the management of environmental,
economic and social factors.

I

Strong Sustainability: An economic term indicating that man-made or human
capital stocks cannot be substituted for depleted or damaged natural capital

stocks. Strong sustainability is associated with ecological sustainability.
Sustainability: A state defined by desired social and economic conditions,
governed by population size and the limits of ecological systems, and achieved
by meeting equitably the needs of current and future generations without a net
Ioss in environmental integrity.

Sustainable: A term used to describe the maintenance of a desired social or
economic feature.

Sustainable Developmenfi Development that meets the needs of present
generations without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs.

Systems Thinking: The concept of thinking holistically. lt fosters the ability to
see intenelationships and connections between the numerous aspects of a
situation.

Technological sustainability: A type of sustainability that provides reactive
solutions to population growth and promotes economic growth. Technological
sustainability is based on the belief that natural resource needs of current and
future generations can be met through technological innovations and through
prices that reflect the true value of natural resources.

10

Visioning: The act of imagining and describing something that rnay occur.
Weak sustainahility: An economic term indicating that the maintenance of total
capital stocks may be achieved by freely substituting expanded man-made,
human or natural capital stocks for depleted stocks, and that all these stocks are

valued equally. Weak sustainability is associated with technological
sustainability.

11
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GHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIE\JV
Civic Democracy
Citizen participation or the role of average citizen leadership in public discourse
is written and talked about in a variety of contexts. Discussions range across a

spectrum from how people learn citizenship skills and to what degree these skills

will be applied either as individuals or collectively, from a minimal amount of
participation to long-term involvement. ln his 1939 book FreqlCom and Culture,
John Dewey subscribes to the idea that each individual citizen has personal
responsibility for sustiaining democracy, and he believed the key to this is an
understanding of what citizenship in our democracy means (Dewey, 1939,
p.175).

Speaking to this Devvey said, 'The conf,ict as it concerns the democracy to

which our history commits us is within our own institutions and attitudes." He
continues, "lt can be won only by extending the application of democratic
methods, methods of consultation, persuasion, negotiation, communication, Go-

operative intelligence, in the task of making our own politics, industry, education,
our culture generally, a servant and an evolving manifestation of democratic

ideas" (lbid, 1939, p. 175).
ln his book The Semi-Sovereion-PeoB[e, E. E. SchatEchneider wrote that

"Absolute authority is placed in the hands of every person eighteen yearsi of age
12

or older born in the United States as well as immigrants who have become
naturalized citizens of this country." He went on to say, "Every regime lives on a
body of dogma, self-justification, glorification and propaganda about itself. ln the

United States, this body of dogma and tradition centers about democracy. The
hero of the system is the voter who is commonly described as the ultimate

source of all authority" (Schattschneider, 1960, p.99).
Blaine Garvin, who wrote A Lesgon-.for-Citizens said, "Passions or interest can
get us started in politics, but they can't be counted on to prod citizens toward the
daily exertions that are needed to make a free democratic politics work."
Continuing Garvin explains, "Something closer to 'chosen duty' is needed, a
willingness to work bom of the realization that this is how nre will preserve our
way of goveming" (Garvin, 1994, p.252).
Summarizing his views of citizen responsibility in democracy, Lawrence G"
Breweter, who wrote The Public Aoenda: lssues.i[American Politics, said, "A

democracy requires that its citizens are informed about politics and public

issues. There is an obligation to know what is going on-perhaps especially
what is going wrong. At least citizens should know whether their interests are
served by their representatives." As to those very basic elements he concludes,
"One form of citizen participation, after all, is simply knowing what is going on

and having some understanding of events and their consequences" (Brevtmter,
1987, p.1 1).
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Along this same line, Harry Boyte in fhe Meaning of Citizqnship from the
Kettering Review says, "Citizenship is a powerful theme that is also fraught with
danger. On the one hand it can be thin

-

a good citizen votes, asks for things

from government, elects representatives, and pressures them when they don't

do right or they don't give up enough. On the other hand there is the notion of
citizenship as a community of values

-

we share a set of values because uve're

Americans" (Boyte, 1997, p.55).

Primary Sources for Learning the Practice of Gitizenship
Learning the practice of citizenship often begins with farnily and friends, but
there are other souroes for learning citizenship skills. The more prominent
sources are the formalized education systems, citizen organizations and
communications media.

Education Systeme:
ln 1994, the Center for Democracy and Citizenship, based in the Humphrey
lnstitute of Public Affairs at the University of Minnesota, published a report of
study, wfrich promoted the advancement of "an active practice of citizenship."

(Humphrey lnstitute, 1994). According to the report, "Active, participatory
underctandings of citizenship and politics are not new. Throughout our history,
Americans from all walks of life have used voluntiary associations, movements
and other institutions to solve public problems and develop public leadership:
from insurgent movements like temperance and populism to on-going institutions
Iike Y\AICA and union$."
14

The report describes three characteristics of an active understanding of
citizenship.
A birthrfght. Human beings have both the birthrigtrt and the capacity to help
create the urorld, rot only in their immediate environments but

dm

on the Iarger

public stage. Claiming and developing that capacity has dramatic, often
tnansfonrutive (dc. ) effect.
Effective problem solving. lt is increasingly obvious thst Americans cannot
zuccessfully address the problems

vrre

face without the reinvention of citizenship,

inside and outside govemrnent, crime, drugs, teen pregnancy, school reform
and a host of other issues will not be dealt with in zustained, full or effective

terms without widespread civic participation or without enlisting the insigfits,
energies and talerrts of the diverse citizenry.
A vision. Citizenship, undestood as the challenging, diffianlt, ongoing vrork of
creating our society togetfrer, of rebuilding the nation from the bottom up, is the
avenue through whicfi ute can develop a larger vision sf Arnerica and address
the crisis in meaning widely discussed todry. \ Jhat we need is a concept of our
nation as our common qeation, our common ulork, our @mmonrtredth.
Through wide participation in common tasks urc will be abfle to realize a morc

just and free society, as

vrrell as to

dsn up the mffi

of social prcblems that ure

threaten to leatre to later generations (Stotr Hogg, 1994, p. 13).

Recently, the Minnesota Legislature adopted new high school graduation
strandards. ln that legislative mandate, under 3501 .f447 LEARNING AREA

SB/EN OF PEOPLE AND CULTURES there is content standard about United
States Citizenship. lt reads:
Subpart 3 United Statm Citizensfrip. A student shall demonstrate understanding
of the foundationa rights, and responsibilities sf United

Stats citizenship

including hory the United States goveNnment, as esablished by the Constitution,
emboclies the pinciples and ideals of a democratic republic; the rights and

responsibilities of United States citizens, noncitizens, and dual citizens; and the
formal and informal structures ulithin which intere$ groups exerciee povrrer,

15

S:

A.

examining the foundational documents, including the United States

Constitution and the Bill of Rights relating to citizen rigtrts and responsibilities;

B. examining persisting issues involving rights, roles, and status of individuials
in reldion to the general ulelfare of socieily;

C. analyzing hor citizens can affect public policy; anA
D. observing anallzing, and interacting with an actual or simulated
gpvemmental prccess. (Minnesota Prsfile of Leaming, 1998)

Harry Boyte has this to say about the education systern and good citizenship
Schools present a dramatic case. Schools at every level increasingly focus on
specialization and career preparation. This tums upside doum the foundirg
vision of Anrerican education: the point of public edr.rcation ulas to teach
citizenship, a generalist, pracilical, broadgauged, marry+ided capacity to act in
the world

m public leaders. Thomas Jefferson said: "l knoltr no safe depeiltory

of the ultimate potircrs of the society but the people themselves; and if vre think

them not enlightened enough to exercise their control with a wfiolesome
dlscreilion, the remedy is not to take it from them, but to inform their discretion

W education." He meant a particular kind of education that taught the skills of
oratory and listening, interaction, thinking, and practical vwrk (Boyte, 1997 p,
58).

ln the turentieth century, Western society tends to break everything down to its

simplest parts as our way to understand the world. By understanding the parts
we believe we can understand the whole. Margaret Wheatley calls this
tendency Newtonian physics, from the seventeenth-century scientist Sir lsaac
Nevuton who viewed the world as a machine (Capra, 1983; Morgan, 1986;

Savory, 1998; Wheatley, 1992; Senge, 1990, 1994)" This tendency to focus in
on one issue has led Western society to adopt the scientific method. A machine
runs in a predictable fashion so we design our understianding of the world as that

of a machine. This reduction into parts, Wheatley explains, has led knswledge
to be broken into disciplines and subjects.
16

Nature and society do not organize and function in the Newtonian physics
predictable way. An emerging discipline called "systems thinking" is helping
lfl/estem society look at the world from a different perspective. Peter Senge
explains that systems thinking is a discipline for seeing vuholes, rather than
fragments, and is a framework for seeing interrelationships and patterns rather
than things or snapshots of situations ($enge, 1990). He believes this concept
is needed today more than ever in our communities and organizations because
our world has become so complex.

The USDA Forest Service uses a similar concept they call "continuous leaming"
which they use with their work with community action teams (USDA Forest
Service, 1997). Continuous learning is a process that builds the capacity of
individuals, groups, and communities as a whole to respond effectively to rapidly
changing circumstance. By asking questions like: What did we learn fiom our

efforts? How would we do it better next tirne? Did the results of our effort move
us closer to our goal? lf not, what should we do differently? Continuous

learning provides a feedback loop between a community's goals and the actions
the community takes to reach the goals.

Gitizens Wthin Oryanizations:
Adopting the concept of a "learning organization" can help communities and
organizations to grasp the complexities of today's world. A learning organization
is an organization that is continually eryanding its capacity to create its future

(Senge, 1990). Members of a learning organization work plan and create

17

together. This helps see and learn how all the different sectors function as a
system and motivates success. Corporations are using these concepts to plan
how they are going to conduct business. For example, the Saturn division of

General Motors set up a learning laboratory called the Workplace Development
Center, next to the assembly line. This center is a complete mockup assembly

where both assembly workers and engineers could try new assembly procedures
together (Senge, 1994). The strength of a learning organization is realized
when a team or community becomes more 'aligned". ln forming this learning
organization a cornmonality of direction emerges and there is synergy from
everyone's' energy by working and planning together.
People working and acting together have always been present in the United

States; and, as population grew, acting together became institutionalized into
our culture. John Dewey finds a history of how organizations became formalized
in Freedom and Culture.
lndividuals can find the sequrity and protection that are pruEquisites for freedom
only in association with others - and then the organization these associations
take on as a measurc of securing their efficienry, lirnits the freedom of those
who have efitered into them. The importance of organization has insemed so
much in the last hundred years the word is notr quite commonly used as a
synonym for association and society. Since at the very best organization is but
the mechanism through wtrich association operates, the identification is

evidene of the extent in which a servant has become a maste[ in whicfr means
have usurped the place of the erd for which they are called into exi$ence. The

prcdicament is that individuality demands association to develop and sustain it
and association requires amangement and coordination of its elernents, or
organization - since othemdse it is formlese and void of power. But ue have

nor

a kind sf molluscan organization, sofr individuals within and a hard constric-tive
shell withont. lndividuals voluntarily enter msociations which have become
18

practically nothing but organizations; and then conditions under which they ast
take control of wtrat they do wtreilher they urant it or not (Darey, 1939, p. 66).

Launching an inactive citizenry to an active one has received a good amount of
attention by Robert Putnam. ln his essay B-gvdins Algne, Putnam said "Social
scientists have unearthed a wide range of empirical evidence that the quality of
public life and the performance of social institutions (and not only in America)
are indeed powerfully influenced by norms and networks of civic engagement."
Researchers have suggested, "successful outcomes are more likely in civically
engaged cornmunities." This phenomenon Putnam calls "social capital.'
putnam dlstinguishes between social capital, and of "physical capital and human
capital

-

tools and training that enhance individual productivity

-'social

capital' refers to fuatures of social organization such as networks, norms and
social trust that facilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual benefif'
(Putnam, 1995, pp. 65-66). Putnam fears American contemporary society is
becoming socially detached as he examines trends in religious affiliations,

unions, PTA, and volunteering. "The most whimsical yet disconrfiting bit of
evidence of social disengagemenf' says Putnam is that "More Americans are
bowling today than ever before, but bowling in organized leagues has
plummeted in the last decade or so." The falling rate of league bowling is
alarming to a range of related economic activities, but the "broader social

significance, however, lies in the social interaction and even the occasionally
civic conversations over beer and pizza that solo bowlers fotgo" (Putnam, 1995,
p. 70).

19

ln ReqonstHgting Public Philosophy, William Sullivan writes about the idea of
establishing a public vision, a philosophy, and brought into discussion common
concems.as a people. He seeks to replace "rugged individualism" with what he
terms "ecological ways of thinking" determining that people are connected as
part of a system. Sullivan reasons 'While many citizens have confirmed

Tocqueville's fears by reacling in narrow*sighted and even mean-$pirited yuays
to contemporary problems, others are raising questions that suggest an ethos of
mutual concern rather than egotistic individualism. There is also a spread of

interest in ecological vuays of thinking, which stress interdependeJrce, nurture,
and responsibility rather than competition and control." He continues,
"Associations

\n

ere to provide regular opportunities for opinion to be intelligently

and publicly shaped and for learning and passing on the subtle habits of public

initiative and responsibility" (Sullivan, 1982, p. 8).

A Kettering Foundation study Citizens qn"C.Politics, found that "Citizens see a
personal stake in the issues they are addressing. Taking action demands that

citizens learn about issues and weigh their choices for action; and such action
requires that citizens find ways to come together and talk among themselves. ln
the end, citizens find that they must take responsibility for acting. All of these
elements of public action reflect a polity - the process of civil governing. Thus,
beyond the dark, threatening clouds of politics as usual, we find citizens

engaged on a daily basis in the solving of public problems" (Hanrood Group,
1991 , p. 42).
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Gommunicatione and lllledia:
James Fallows, in Breakinq the News, stated that he is not enthusiastic about
the news media as dependable sources for citizens to truly learn and understand
events and their consequences. He said, "Journalists are not required to have
any systematic training in history, the liberal arE, natural sciences, or

sociological and economic analysis. Yet they have largely displaced the
scholars with such training from the role of 'public explainers,' who put in context
the events of the day" (Fallows, 1996, p. 150). lmportant to this, Fallows asks
why there is so much of the news is about the operational procedure of politics
rather than the essence of issues? lt is his theory that, "ln part ifs because rnost
reporters like the gamesmanship of politics, but that in turn means that the

easiest subject for them to discuss is political tactics. Saying whether a new
Medicare proposal makes sense or not requires learning something about
budgets and health care. Saying whether it helps or hurE Bob Dole can be
done off the top of the head. 'Rather than putting themselves in circumstances
that stretch their eperience and views, political journalists find things to talk
about that lit what they already know,' says Charles Peters of the Washington
Monthly" (Falloua, 1996, p. 146).

According to W. Lance Bennett in his book News. The Politics of lllusion,
"American society is the most advanced in the world in terms of its capability to

place useful information at our fingertips and to help people use that infonnation
to guide direct democratic participation. However, the cunent neurs system
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addresses people as spectators and offers little motivation or outlet for direct
citizen action. ln the words of political scientist Robert Entman, the news
portrays a'democracy without citizens" (Bennett, 1996, p. 31).
Author of Public.-JournalisrI and Publlc Life;,Whv Tellinq the Neuls.iS Not
Enouqh, newspaper editor Davis "Buzz" Menitt addresses two "foundational
thoughts: That public

lif+the

way American democracy is expressed and

experienced-and journalism are each in trouble. And, because journalism and
public life are tightly bound together, joumalists are obliged to re-examine their
responsibility to both." Merritt clearly states "For its part, journalism is by any
measure in deep trouble. Circulation, penetration, credibility, authority and
acceptance all are at low points" (Merritt, 1995, p. 17).
Merritt believes a possible solution may be in an "emerging philosophy" called
"public journalism" which defines its role in democracy differently. "Public

journalism advocates seek to put into practice those alternatives that engage
people in civic lifu. We also view people differently than do traditional

joumalists. We see people not in marketing terms-as readers, nonreaderc or
endangered readers; not as customers to be wooed or an audience to be
entertained; and not in passive terms, as spectators at a political event. We see
people as a public-as citizens capable of action" (Merritt, 1995, p.17).

Gitizen

Leaderchip:

i

'\AIe do not have to be passively ruled by others,' wrote Robert Waterman in

Taking Parts: lnsrEdients for. Le,afl_qrship. Participation. and Empov,rerment, a

n

publication of a collection of writers on the theme of citizen participation.
(Waternnan, p. 232) Waterman believes very strongly the American town

meeting arrangement was ideally suited to accommodate the "mixed emotions"
concerning the habits of people in political leadership.
But just how do citizens fit in the scheme of democracy? "Our role as citizens"

Chrislip and Larson sfly, "is to elect representatives to frarne public policy
is$ues, to argue the merits of alternative approaches, and to make decisions for

us." These authors believe that dernocracy runs on dual tracks of policy issues,
the continuous pulse of process, the election cycles and procedures of
government decisions. lssues are resolved through processes built into the
structures of govemment, and officiated by the people elected to serve. 'The
people we elect should reflect our diversity and represent our perspectives,
interests, and opinions in shaping public policies." Chrislip goes on to say, "As
decision makers, elected officials take credit for successes, avoid blame urhere
possible, and are $upposedly held accountable fur failures by the citizens who
elected them. Representative democracy is supposed to work from the highest
office in the land down to the local school board. ln too many cases it does nof'
(Chrislip and Larson, 1994, p.26).
John Gardner, leadership scholar, places leadership initiatives with the people
of the United States, emphasizing the importiance of their participation in local,

state and national decision-making on policy issues and elections. This, he
believes is necessary to sustain a healthy democratic society. ln his book On
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Leadership Gardnels writes, "lndividuals in all segments and at all levels must
be prepared to exercise leader Iike initiative and responsibility, using their local

knowledge to solve problems at their level. Mtality at middle and lower levels of
leadership can produce greater vitality in the higher levels of leadership." He
continues, "ln addition to all people down the line who may properly be called
leaders at their level, there are in any vital organization or society a great many
individuals who share leadership tasks unofficially, by behaving responsibly with
respect to the purposes of the group. Such individuals, who have been virtually

ignored in the leadership literature, are immensely important to the leader and to
the group, (And as I point out...even the responsible dissenter may be sharing
the leadership tiask.)" (Gardner, 1993, p. wii),
About citizen interconnectedness, John Gardner wrote, "Leaders today are
going to have to help people recover an understanding of the rnutual
dependence of individual and group that has existed in all healthy communities
from the beginning of time. lmplicit in that mutual dependence is some measure
of commitment on the part of the individual to the society's shared purposes

(Gardner, 1 993, p.187).
Stressing public participation, Eloise Buker makes the case that connecting
leadership and citizenship is "vital" and in her view "As citizens \fle cannot turn
over the business of rule to others and withdraw from public life. We are all vital

components in the American sybtem, and the work of citizenship expected of us
by our foremothers and forefathers goes far beyond simply casting a vote." She
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continues, "For each of us, being called to serve as a leader is part of our
cultural heritage." Explaining America'$ roots in Western culture, and influenced
by the political philosophy of Aristotle, Buker writes, "Citizenship, as Aristotle

saw it, is not sirnply residing in a locality. lt involves responsibilities for ruling or
leading, commitments to moving society closer to justice, and involvement in a
set of relationships within a political community that encourages the practice of

civic virtues" (Buker, 1994, p. 118).
Chrislip and Larson offer a Collaborative Leadership Model to citizens who feel
they are shut out of the political and government process. From their
experiences, Chrislip and Larson found, "ln every example of successful
collaboration we encountered, there were people who served as catalysts-+ne
or more people who had the clear vision, or the energy to get people moving, or
the words to inspire imagination, or the influence to marshal the resouroes, or

simply the nerve to call the meeting. ln the beginning, collaboration is fueled by
individual acts' (Chrislip and Larson, 1994, p.83).
There are other theories of leadership closely related to the role of the citizen,
such as Robert Tucker's theory of non-constituted leadership. ln his non-

constituted theory, "...leaders flourish best in conditions of political freedom that
afford them full opportunity to put forward their definitions of the situation and

their policy prescriptions in public and to seek to mobilize followings." He
continues: "ln authoritarian political settings, where citizens lack free access to

the media of public communication, non-constituted leadership faces great
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obstacles and has correspondingly limited prospects of success" (Kellerman,
1986, p. 266). He does not connect non-constituted leadership to average

citizen leadership initiatives, but uses the term when referring to the work of
people like Rachael Carson.
"Conventional political science more or less neglects the phenomenon of nonconstituted Ieadership because it considers politics about power only, and nonconstituted leaders, by definition lack power." He continues, "When and if they
acquire it, they have transformed themselves into constituted leaders. Yet nonconstituted leadership is something that political science overlooks at its
intellectual peril, because very much that is politically significant in the ururld
thus remains outside its purvieu/' (Kellerman, 1986, p. 268).

$trong leadership is necessary to help communities develop a shared vision.
This leadership needs to understand that the goal is the achievement and
refinement of human community (Foster, 1992). This leadership differs from

managerial theory that is ofren used. Foster explains that "the idea of leadership
as a transforming practice, as an empowerment of followers, and as a vehicle for

social change has been taken, adapted and co-opted by managerial writers so
that now leadership appears as a way of improving organizations, not of
transforming our world. IAIhat essentially has happened is that the language of
leadership has been translated into the needs of bureaucracy.'
Leadership and management need to be difierentiated. Foster suggests that

that ultimately leadership is a communal relationshlp, vyttich occurs in a
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community of believers. And that leadership resides in the community itself. He
refers to this as emancipatory leadership where leadership "is not a function of

position but rather represents a conjunction of ideas vuhere leadership is shared
and transferred between leaders and followers." ln developing a shared vision

everyone is a leader and has a right to lead in the direction he or she feels by
being active in the visioning process.
.Leadership

in this sense, is to be quite differentiated from decision-making,

from goal-setting, or from authority: in other words, it serves in a different way

than the type of authority necessary to run an organization, build carE, or
accumulate real estate" (Foster, 1992).
Larry Spears identified the central definition of the servant-leadership model as
defined by Greenleaf. The central definition of servant-leadership is: .lt begins
with the natural feeling that one wants to serve, to serve first. Then conscious
choice brings one to aspire to lead. The difference manifests itself in the care
taken by the servant

- first to make sure that other people's highest priority

needs are heing served.

The best test, and difficult to administer, is: do those served grouv as persons; do
they, v,lhile being served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more autonomous,
more likely themselves to become servants? And, what is the effect on the least

privileged in society; will they benefit, or at least, not be further deprived?'
(Spears, 1994).
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Servant-leadership, whether in bringing programs to communities or from the
people within the community, need to rest on the principle of wanting to serve

first. Programs and the people involved are more likely to persevere and refine
their programs on what serves another's highest priority are. (Greenleat 1991).
Larry C. Spears identified ten characteristics, which he ascribes to the servant-

leader. These are:

.
o
.
.
r
e
I
.
.
r

Listening receptively to what others have to say.
Acceptance of others and having empathy for them.
Foresight and intuition.
Awareness and perception.
Having highly developed powers of persuasion.
An ability to conceptualize and to communicate concepts.
An ability to exert a healing influence upon individuals and institutions.
Building community in the workplace.
Practicing the art of contemplation.
Recognition that servant-leadership begins with the desire to change oneself.

Foster says that the most critical aspect of this leadership is 'to show new social
arrangements, while still demonstrating a continuity with the past; to show how
new social structures continue, in a sense, the basic mission, goals and

objectives of traditional human intercourse, while stil! maintaining a vision of the
future and what it offers" (Spears, 1994).
Futurist Peter $chwarE uses scenario planning as a way to assist organizations
to see different possibilities that the future may become. He sees scenarios as
*mential
models' about the world,
the most pourerful vehicles for challenging our

and lifting the "blinders' that limit our creativity and resourcefulness. The
scenario process provides a context for thinking clearly about the complex aray
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of factors that affect any decision, and by "thinking through these stories, and

talking in depth about their implications, brings each persion's unspoken
assurnptions about the future to the surface' (Schwartz, 1991).

Sustainability: Background:
Community sustainability is a concept that refers to long-term economic,

environmental, and community health. ln the document "Sustainability

Checklisf sustainability helps communities in two ways. One is "considering the
long-term consequences of today's decisions: Do they enhance or detract

fom

the community's ability to prosper into the future? What will their efEcts on later

generations' (Bauen, et al, 1996)?
A second way of considering sustainability

.is thinking broadly, across issues,

disciplines, and boundaries. Sustainability suggests that creating economic
vitality, maintiaining a healthy environment, meeting human needs are closely
related rather than separate tasks' (ibid, 1996).
Policy-makers have thought about sustainability for the last three decades. ln
1973, the Minnesota Legislature enacted environmental policy that incorporates

principles that have since become known as the concept of sustainability. "The
purposes of Laws 1973, chapter 412, are: (a) to declare a state policy that will
encourage productive and enjoyable harmony betuveen human beings and their
environment; (b) to promote efforts that will prevent or eliminate damage to the
environment and biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare of human
beings; and (c) to enrich the understanding of the ecological systems and
2g

natural resources important to the state and to the nation" (Minnesota Statutes
Chapter 116D.01).
That policy is titled "Declaration of Stated Environmental Policy", it begins, 'The
legislature, recognizing the profound impact of human activity on the
interrelations of all components of the natural environment, particularly the
profound influences of population growth, high density urbanization, industrial

expansion, resources exploitation, and new and expanding technological

advances. Language in the declaration specificalty calls for "cooperation with
federal and local governments as well as other concerned public and private
organizations to use all practicable means and measures including financial and
technical assistance, in a manner calculated to foster and promote the general

uelfare, to create and maintain conditions under which human beings and nature
can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social, economic, and other
requirements of present and future generations of the state's people." Following

this declaration is a list of nineteen recommended outcomes for the state to
strive for in carrying out this policy (Minnesota Law Chapter 116D.02), lt should
be noted that this policy serves as a guideline, but it has not been implemented.

Itwas not until a United Nations conference in 1987 that sustainability achieved
the high profile exposure it needed to capture the world's attention. That year,
the United Nations convened the World Commission on Environment and

Development. Headed hy Nonregian Prime Minister Gro Harlem Bruntland, the
'Bruntland Commission' concluded that the world was Facing a serious threat
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brought on by unsustainable development. The Bruntland Commission provided
the world with this concise definition of sustainability: 'development that meets

the needs of the present without endangering the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs' (World Conference on Environment and Development
F he Bruntland Commissionl, Our Common Future. 1987 p.43).

Mce President Al Gore first coined the term "sustiainable community
developmenf in reference to the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development's Enterprise Community Program (Presidenfs Council on
Sustainable Development. 1996). The term was defined formally during the
1994 White House Conference on Environmental Technology. There, a panel

on partnerships for sustainable communities described sustainable community
development as development that'guides the social, economic and ecological
rebalancing of urbanization within the dictates of natural ecology.'
ln the National Performance Review, the Vice President recommended that

federal agencies adopt "a proactive approach to ensuring a sustainable
economy and a sustainable environment through ecosystem managernent'.
(Gore, 1993) An ecosystem approach is one in vvtrich the relationships of all the
elernents and features of a system are considered. ln communities this

approach examines the relationships of everyone in the community. lt is
necessary to use a systems approach to do this.
ln order to manage all these aspects there must be in place the ability to look at

the big picture and seeing how these aspects interrelate. Looking at the
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interrelationships within the big picture is essentially the concept of "systems

thinking". Kathleen Wilson and George E. B. Moren Jr. explain the core to
systems thinking is learning to think holistically (Wilson and lvloren, 1990).

The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) has adopted
ecosystem-based management plan. An ecosystem-based management
approach is a move away from defining responsibilities through specialization
and compartmentalization. Managing whole systems, managing natural
boundaries, partnerships, and public participation have become organizational
goals for the MDNR (Citizen, Science, Watershed Partnerships, 1998).
This Citizen Science Partnership, a collaborative effort of many agencies, is
trying out and perfecting new ideas that citizens and agency leaders can use to
improve implementation of ecosystem-based management and natural resouroe
sustainability at watershed levels.
The Citizen Science Partnership in Minnesota found that they could successfully
manage a diversity of values, knowledge, and perspectives through consecutive

cycles of action and reflection (Citizen, Science, Watershed Partnerships, 1998).

S

ustainability

Pri nciples :

Sustainability principles are emerging from local, regional, national and international government and non{overnment sources. Each of these sets of
principles is designed around a'specific

irr**

of reference, but have common

elements in them. For example, in 1991 , the Ciry of Hannover, Germany
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commissioned William McDonough, Dean of the University of Mrginia to develop

.design principles'
for the proposed World Fair 2000. These became known as
the Hannover Principles. As the site of the world exposition whose theme is
"Humanity, Nature, and Technology"; the city wanted to be sure 'that the design
and construction related to the fair will represent sustainable development for

the city, region, and the world..." (McDonough, et al, 1992, p.2).
Ahwahnee Principles urere also developed in 1991 by a group of distinguished
architects along with a non-profit Local Government Commission in Califomia.
This set of principles was divided into three categories: community, regional, and
implementation. (http://www. sustainable.doe.gov/landuse/luahwane.

htm)

Bluffland development concems precipitated the Winona County/La Crescent
(Minnesota) Area Common Visions Proiect, which ultimately included its own set

of principles unique to the landscape of Minnesotia's southeast Mississippi River
valley (Hurt, 1997).
Principles to guide sustainable development in Minnesota were adopted by the
Minnesota Round Table on Sustainable Development in 1996 (Minnesota
Environmental Quality Board May 1998). These principles again carry common
themes found in other sets of principles:
{}

a

Global lnterdependence. Economic prosperity, ecosystem health and social
justiee are linked and our long-term well-being depends on maintaining all
three. Local decisions rnust be informed by their regional and global context.
Stewardship. Stewardship requires the recognition that we are all caretakers
of the environment and economy for the benefit of present and future
generations. We must balance the impacts of today's decisions with the
needs of future generations.
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a

a

o

Conservation. Minnesotans must maintain essential ecological processes,
biological diversity and life-support systems of the environment; harvest
renewable resources on a sustainable basis; and make wise and efficient use
of our renewable and non-renewable resources.
lndicators. Minnesotans need to have and use clear goals and measurable
indicators based on reliable information to guide public policies and private
actions toward long-term economic prosperity, community vitality and healthy
ecosystems.
Shared Responsibility. All Minnesotans accept responsibility for sustaining
the environment and economy, with each being accountable for their
decisions and actions, in a spirit of partnership and open cooperation. No
entity has the right to shift the costs of its behavior to other individuals,
comrnunities, states, nations or future generations. Full-cost accounting is
essential for ensuring shared responsibility. (Minnesota Planning
Environmental Quality Board p.2)

Community Sustainability Principles are found in a 1998 lzaak Walton League of

America publication, Pathway$ to Communitv SustainAElliU. These five
principles are adapted from work by The President's Council on Sustainable
Developrnent, Sustainable Communities Task Force; Burlington Principles of
Sustai nable Commu nity Development; lnstitute for Sustai nable Commun ities

;

National Civic League; the Cooperative Extension System; Tufis University's
Center for Environmental Management; the lnstitute for Community
Environmental Management; and the Local Government Management Board

(Hren 1998d p.1g).
a

Community sustainability requires social equity and cornmunity
empowerment. This means that community mernbers are knowledgeable
about how their communities work and they participate
together with policy
makers, businesses, organizations and other community members
in open
and democratic decision-making processes that promote long-term
economic, environrnental and social well-being. Community members all
have equal opportunities to achieve lives of quality and dignity.
Community sustainability requires integrated land use designs and
transportation systems. This means that policy makers, businesses,
organizations and individuals involved in the design and revitalization of
communities seek local and regional cooperation to reduce sprawl, preserve

-

a
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open space and historic resources, protect remaining natural ecosystems,
restore degraded ecosysterns, use land and infrastructure efficiently,
increase mixed-use and mixed-income developrnent, improve energy-use
efficiency, eliminate pollution, enhance communication technologies and
improve access to jobs, services and recreation.
Community sustainability requires a literate and urell-trained worHorce and a
vibrant economy. This means that all people achieve full literacy and have
opportunities for continuing education and training for jobs; that all people
have access to meaningful employment opportunities; and that policy
makers, businesses, organizations and individuals promote economic
development that enhances and preserves the natural environment and
community culture.
Community sustainability requires environmentally sound technologies. This
means that policy makers, businesses, organizations and individuals promote
the development, utilization and transfer of environmentally sound
technologies for economic and human development. Technologies must
improve efficiency and eliminate pollutants associated with energy productlon
and use, transportation, manufacturing, information transfer, construction,
agriculture and natural resource management. Technological confidence
must recognize the limits of human knowledge.
Communig sustainability requires safe and healthy places for everyone to
live work and play. This means that policy makers, businesses,
organizations and individuals work to ensure that all people live without fear
of personal violence; that everyone has access to safe and affordable food,
water, shelter, health care and fuel; and that all environrnenE in which
people live, work and recreate are safe, clean and pleasant (Hren 1998d p.
21-24).

The Izaak Walton League of America has authored a series of seven
publications based on sustainability principles. These publications provide more
of a practical application of sustainability education. Those six are:

.
.
.
e

A sixtyCommunitv g-ustainability.: A Mini-Curriculum for Grades 9-12
eight-page mini-curriculum gives students information how citizens,
businesses and governments can work to achieve community sustainability
(Hren 1996).
Workshop guide directed for
Cominq To Tqrms With SustainabiliU
conducting a community-based discussion about the concepts of
sustainability (Hren 1 997),
Report of F?l-l 1997:.-Commr.tnitv Sustain-?bilitu WqrFshops.
Workshop guide directed for
Community Voices for Sustainability
conducting a community based discussion about citizen participation (Hren
1998a).

-

-

-
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Four Storlgs
Gase studies of four communities promoting sustainability
(Hren 19g8b).
Monitorinq Comm nitv Sustainabilitv
identiffing and measuring indicators
that promote sustainability (Hren 1998c).
Pathwav$_tg Communitv Sustainabilitv
Workshop guide directed for
identiffing existing and desirable community sustainability characteristics
(Hren 1gg8d).

-

-

-

Smart Grourth Principles for Minnesota were introduced to the public in June of

1999. These principles came out of a statewide network of people representing
non{overnment and government agencies as well as business associations.
Minnesota has a number of laws on the books that espouse sustainability

principles. These statutes include:
a

a

a

a

a

Sustainable Forest Resources Act of 1995, which calls for public-private
partnerships in protecting and managing Minnesota's forest ecosystems
(Minnesota Statutes Chapter 89A).
Metropolitan Livable Communities Act, vuhich also passed in 1995,
establishes a multimillion-dollar program aimed at redeveloping
contaminated sites for the purpose of urban revitalization, while setting
metropolitan area-wide goals for affordable housing (Minnesota Statutes Ch
473.25\.
Environmental Regulatory lnnovations Act of 1996 offers individual facilities,
sectors of industry, governmental units and even whole communities freedom
frorn rigid regulatory requirements in exchange for higher environmental
performance (Minnesota Statutes Ch 114C).
Chapter 454, Minnesota Laws of 1996, which requires all state agencies,
departments and boards to assess how well their missions and programs
reflect and implernent the Round Table's principles of sustainable
development or how they could be changed to do so. ln addition, the law
defines sustainable development and requires Minnesota Planning to
develop a sustainable development guide and model ordinances for use by
communities (Minnesota Statutes Gh.4A.07).
Community-Based Planning Act of 1997 lays out 11 goals that define a
framework for community-based comprehensive planning. The goals cover
citizen participation, cooperation among local governments and sustainable
approaches to economic development, conservation, community design,
housing, transportation, land use planning, public investment and education.
They define the state's interests in planning and how Minnesota responds to
growth and change (Minnesota Statutes Gh.4A.08).
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ln Education for Su$talnabilitv, author John Huckle concludes,
The cunent challenge is to widen the scope of land-use planning, and strengilhen
its porers so that an integrated process of environmental planning will ensrrre

that sustainability is a prime objective of policy in all sectors and at all lenels.
Environmental planning uses market mechanisms and regulation, reflests the

integratd nature of environmental processes and policies, and engages local
people in the pruduction and implernentation of plans. Such planning and the

l-421 process have the potential to educate and emporer people as agents of
sustainable livelihood development, btrt local govemments lack porer and
resources and mry be too anxious to promote and realize artificial forms of
consensus (Huckle and Sterling, 1996, p. 14).

Huckle goes on to say, "lf,/e need both realism and vision: the immediate priority
is to restore social democracy as a moral economy based on social justice,

citizenship and sustainability. Education for sustainability can pley a key role in
both short- and long-term developments provided it engages people in a realistic
appraisal of altemative meanings, values and agendas" (ibid, 1996, p. 15).
"Education is proclaimed at high level as the key to a more sustainable society,"
writes Stephen Sterling who then continues, "and yet it daily plays a part in
reproducing an unsustainable society. lf it is to fulfill its potential as an agent of
change towards a more sustainable society, sufficient attention must be given to

education as the subJbct of change itself. A society faced with a radical
imperative to achieve a socially, economically and ecologically sustiainable basis

within a historically short time needs to reappraise most aspects of its
organization; education

-

as the main means of social reproduction

-

has to

be at the centre of this task, both as subject and agent" (ibid, 1996, p. 18).
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The literature reveals that citizen leadership is by and large an untapped
resource for effective decision-making, and we have found that there are few
publications giving examples of grassroots citizen involvement in community

planning. The importance of grassroots citizen participation in democracy is key
to the research for this thesis, which features two projects that promote citizens

engaged in activities where they are able to demonstrate leadership initiatives.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGIES
Introduction
This chapter contains the methodologies to examine community sustainability in
the Rural Community Leadership Project and in the Sustainability Forums

Project. These two prqects are similar in three ways:

.
'
.

Both are designed around an over-arching theme of community sustainability
Both provide a process for local citizens to be part of community planning
and decision making, helping to establish a higher level of citizen
engagement in governing affairs.
Both include action plans and implementation of those plans and outcomes.

However, because of the differences between the projects, each project's

methodology is discussed separately. Some of those differences are:

.
o
.
.
o
.
r

Nurnber of workshops.
Length of time of workshops.
Use of small group exercises.
Use of formal presentations by outside presenters.
lnclusion of in-depth discussions of principles of community sustainability.
A leadership theory emerged from the Rural Community Leadership Project.
An already developed citizen leadership theory was applied to evaluate the
Sustainability Forums Project.

The Rural Community Leadership Project
The Rural Community Leadership (RCL) model, the Minnesota Department of
Agriculture (MDA) designed and piloted in the community of Lake Benton, is an
on-going proiect that has evolved for over three years. This model is based on
comrnunity workshops where people of diverse interests and experiences Game
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together to focus on issues of mutual concern. A main objective is to involve the

public to make decisions and for citizens to take ownership of their decisions.
Table 3-1 Types of citizen involvement in United States govemment programs.

Citizen
Participation Types

Examples

Gitizen

Participation
Models
Citizen Control

Proactive
Participation

Delegated Control

Community controlled
organizations
By law - dominant decision
makin,g

'lnvolvemenf
Partnership

Placation
Reactive
Participation
"lnput"

Consultation

lnforming

Therapy
Non-participation

Manipulation
Table

3-1.

Model of Citizen Participation

Negotiated decision making,
participants may receive
compensation
Citizen Advisory Boards - often
without staff or power
Public meetings inviting ideas no assurance of action
lnforming of rights - first step to
participation, but often su
al
Powerlessness = inabilifl to
cope or adapt
Group therapy masked as
participation
Rubber-stamp boards, public
relations, for system - contrived
to substitute for participation
(Adams, et al, 1995).

The RCL model is designed to use the top rung of this chart because it uses an
open forum where all citizens are invited to take part. The community controls

the pace and time frame of the series. The MDA sets the agenda and f;acilitates
the workshops.
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This methodology a$sumes that the combined knowledge and wisdom of citizens
can be used to make effective decisions and implement effective programs. This
process is selected because 1) the decision is workable, it can be implemented;
2) the information occurs before the decision, not after; 3) the decision is

perceived as fair and equitable, al! the interested parties participated in the
development of the decision (Adams, et al, 1995). Once residents fee! they
really have a say, and can do things, trust can be built between community
members and agencies personnel.
ln the community of Lake Benton, MN people with farming experience, concerns
about the lake, and concerns about economic development in the region came

together to discuss and take action to improve their community. The community
has a population of about 1,300 people with 600 living in the city, 600 living on
farms, and 100 living on Lake Benton Lake. This workshop process brought

these people together in a way that was not confrontational. People worked
together, whereas historically they seldom talked or worked together.
WORKSHOp 1: The first workshop was designed to introduce residents to each
other and to start to plan as a community. ln small rural communities everyone
does not know each other or what they do. A leader in the farming community
and a leader in the lakeshore association were selected to serve as contacts to

personally invite residents of the community. These two individuals also invited
staff from local, state, and federal natural resource agencies to attend.
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Participants were split into small groups with six to ten people in each group.
Small groups help creativity and imagination to come forward and participants
are willing to ask "what

if

questions more easily. Small groups allow

participants to learn about each other and this helps people to see strengths in
each other, which may not have been known before (Adams, 1986).
At the start of the first session, a discussion was conducted about vutty the
Minnesota Department of Agriculture is involved with community planning. This
was important to set the stage for a long-term commitment to be involved

truith

the community. Also, it is impoftant fur the whole community to see the
relationships that exist between farmers and non-farmers for the economic
viability, the natural environment conditions, and the quality of life of all of the
residents in the area. Farm planning accounts for actions focusing into the farm
as well as out from the farm; therefore, the whole fiarm planning process can be

used as away fora local community to plan. The MDAstaff wanted the
community residents to know that they were there to facilitate the process and
help the residents to grow as persons and as a communaty.

The ground rules were set for the workshop and for future workshops.
Presentations of all ideas are 'valid' and everyone needs to feel comfortable
and safe to say their ideas. lt is important that people are not critical or
judgmental about each other's ideas. Finger pointing and blaming others or the
situation is not allowed. Every idea and cornment is to be put on flip charte so
that all of the groups can see and hear what the small groups talked about. We
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are to seek common ground and action not problems and conflicts (Weisbrod
and Janoff, 1995). A strict time frame was maintained in order to respect busy
time schedules and to keep the process moving in an interesting manner. ln
each small group there were roles such as a lead discussion person, recorder,

timekeeper, and a reporter to report back to the large group.
At the beginning of the workshop, the participants were asked to set the
boundaries for this project. Boundaries such as the geographic area for project,
whom to include in the workshops, the focus of the workshops. This activity was

to help them feel a part of the vvorkshop and to provide ideas to make the
workshops more efhctive for them.
The first small group activity was designed to picture what the participants want
their landscape and community to be like in fifly years. By landscape ure mean
the trees, lakes, rivers, farms, farm types, etc. The community means the
businesses, hospitals, churches, clubs, schools etc. This activity helps them to
see what they have in their community now that they want to maintain, enhance,

and pass on to future generations. This allows them to see the assets they
have, ofien things they take for granted or did not realize was an asset to the

community. Fifteen minutes were given for each, the landscape and community.
The first large group activity was for a spokesperson from each small group to
report about their group's discussion to the large group. The large group then
looked for commonalties among all of the groups. From this a list was compiled
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that showed the important aspects of the community. This list serves as the
foundation for starting to develop action plans.

The Iast activity for the day the large group then stiarts to brainstorm ideas and
possible actions. They do not set any time frames for carrying out their plans at
this time. After this work participants go away and think and reflect about the
day's activities and all of the ideas that were generated. They will resume the
discussions at the riext meeting in one month.
To close the day we ask for feedback on the day's meeting. Did they have any
feelings or thoughts about the process? Dld they feel like they were valued
members of the community? We set the date and time for the next meeting. We

close by telling them that all of their work, written on flip charts, will be written up
and mailed to everyone before the next meeting.
WORKSHOP

2: The second

workshop was designed to create a commitment to

the long-term. The participants from the first workshop are encouraged to attend
as well as more people invited from the list generated in Workshop

1. Both

small groups and large group activities took place. The facilitator sets the stage
by discussing systems thinking, as discussed by Peter Senge, as a discipline for

seeing wtroles and the interrelationships among the aspects of the community.
This helps everyone to see structures within the community that underlie the
complex situations.

.systems thinking' helps to see patterns of change over

time rather than static "snapshotso that happen vuhen you only Iook at the
present (Senge, 1990).

4

A few minutes are spent going over the previous meeting's notes. Participants
express thoughts they had about the process or if they realized something new
about their community they did not realize before. This time serves as a way for

any new participants to catch on and catch up with the work of the community.
The facilitator then describes wlry these workshops are designed the way they

are. The workshops can be seen as learning organization for improving their
community's future. The workshops are a way to share the encounter and

exploration with others. Together they deal with the chaos, complexity, and
uncertainty that planning for the future entails. This process is a way to elqlore
common ground and ideas with others. lt s a uray to simultianeously discover
mutual values, innovative ideas, commitment and support, wftich Ieads to
becoming a

*leaming community'.

The first small group activity is to develop a shared vision statement based on
the work from the first workshop, Each group reports back to the large group.

The large group then works together to create a stiatement for their community.
The facilitator explains that vision statemenE help to foster commitnent to the

long-term because the statement provides focus and energy to learn (Senge,

1990). A shared vision is a vision that many people are truly committed to
because it reflects their ourn personal vision as well. A vision stiatement can
uplifi people's aspirations and work and then becomes a part of pursuing a
larger community purpose. Courage to do vtrhatever is needed in pursuit of that
vision is enhanced which leads to experimentration and risk taking. Developing a
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vision statement helps the community to work together. lt is important that they
realize that the vision statement can change with time because our knowledge
and erpectations change over time.
At this time an individual activity is undertaken. This activity is designed for
each person to present his or her two most important issues on which they want

actions. Two sticky notes are passed out and each person writes one issue on
each note. The facilitator collects them and holds an open discussion on
grouping the issues into similar categories. Through group consensus, they
decided which categories or major issues on which they want to work.
Each small group will then pick an issue to identiff actions that address the

issue. They report back to the large group. The large group responds and also
gives input to actions that can be taken. The large group makes plans for
activities they will plan for in the future. The next meeting date and time is set
and is designed to start to develop timelines for both short and long-term

activities. The notes from this meeting are typed up and sent to the participants.
WORKSHOP

3: This workshop

was designed for the participants to work on

identiffing the driving forces in the community. The five driving forces

ar,e

trends

in society, politics, economics, technology, and the environment (Schwartz,

1g91;Van Der Heijden, 1996). ln any planning these driving forces need to be
considered bemuse they will have a maior irnpact on what will actually play out.
Knowing these driving forces can help in planning and to see trends in the world

that are taking place that may or may not follow the planning.
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Facilitator sets the stage for this workshop by explaining that this approach fur
community organizing and ptanning is a v'ray for participants to take action to
make tlreir future. ln this process participants are urorking with difierent people

and partnering in new urays. All of the partners must be part of the solution.
*newstrearns' (Kanter, 1989).
Elizabeth Kanter calls this approach to planning
Newstreams are new forms of partnering that businesses are using to help each

other survive and compete in the extremely competitive business environment.
This partnering approach is useful in rural communities as well, especially with
the globalization and industrialization trends in agriculture playing such an
important role in the future of rural communities.
Through this partnering, participants became a leaming community; they began

to Ieam how existing policies and actions work. Senge claims that by working
together people gain mnfidence wtrich is rooted in deeper understandings of the
forces that shape current reality and where there is leverage for influencing
those forces (Senge, 1990). When participants notice thatwhen actions are well
planned out and strategically applied they will have more leverage to enhance
the trends they want and to reject trends they do not want.
Participants learn to pay attention to the subtle as well as the dramatic changes
in society. Doing so can change the 'rnental models' people have in our minds
about the world? Ofren, these mental models are so predictable that we do not
notice the changes that are happening. We often focus on specific events and

do not see the big picture of the interrelationships that are connected with the
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event. Senge clairns we need to shifr our thinking to recognize longer-term
patterns of change and the underlying strustures producing these patterns
(Senge, 1990). ldentiffing the driving forces can help broaden our mential
models and perspectives.
Small group$ are set up and each group takes ten minutes for each of the five

driving forces. Some forces will be inevitable. Other forces you can use a$ is,
change, or keep out of your community. Each group presents their lists to the
large group. Working together, the large group combines the lists and creates a
comprehensive driving force list. Workshop three adjourns. Participants are
asked think about these forces and how they influence their personal and
business lives and the community as a whole.
WORKSHOP

4: The fourth and last workshop

in the series is designed to put

the community's vision into action and to send the community on their own to do
their work. Written notices are sent to all participants of other wod<shops, to the
invitation list developed by the participants, and notices put in local newspapers
inviting residents to become involved in planning for the future. The participants

will revisit their previous action plans, see if the issues are the same or have
changed, and put definitive time frames on the action plans, Committees re
formed to design the action plans and to carry them out.
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The Sustainability Forums Proiect
The Sustainability Forums Project is the embodiment of a Gitizen Leadership
Theory developed and written as a product of the Augsburg College Master of

Arts in Leadership thesis development program.

Applied Gitizen Leadenship Theory
The basic ideals of citizen Ieadership are generally regarded to assist promotion
of citizen participation in America's democratic processes. Citizens working
along side other citizens with like interests, are able to experience leadership,
influencing government processes in addition to or instead of political parties.
Working within a collective framework, people will learn how to work comfortably
in the govemment system. They will understiand the relationship of process and

issues while learning the skills to keep on task. Citizen leadership is closely
aligned to characteristics of other leadership styles. Four elemenb are the
framework of this theory:

r
.
.
e

Citizen Participation;
Deliberative Forum;
Pouer of the people;

Self-admlization-

People are part of the process of governance. Their ideas, observations,
experiences, opinions are all valuable. lmportant to citizen leadership is that it
inspires collegiality while envisioning plans for the future, mobilizing support for
established goals and then exercising their ability to ffeely take ac'tion.

4.9

Gitizen Participation

:

Citizen leadership invites people from all walks of life to take part in order to
become aware of issues, concerns or problems, to research each or all arcas of
interest to better understand them, and then collectively to seek resolution.

These leaders recognize and encourage leadership qualities in others. They
value diversity of talent brought by each individual as well as their varying levels
of field eperience working in other sectors. Dedication, commitment, fortitude,

determination, and sense of humor are characteristics in the make up of such

leaders. Citizen leaders acknowledge that people prefer to participate at varied
levels of involvement. Some prefer behind the scenes activity, others are moFe
willing to visit and talk with policy makers. lnvolvement can be as
heterogeneous as people are in general.

Deliberative Forum:
Working collectively provides a deliberative forum. Functioning as a deliberative
forum, this body tacilitates a steady rnovement of careful consideration of issues,

allowing tirne for reflection before collective decisions are made. Throughongoing discussions, education programs and hands on experiences, many
purposeful members are more apt to discover furtherance of personal visions.
U$ing deliberation as a means to reach decisions helps establish a history and

credibility, ultimately establishing a solid reputation in the greater community.
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Power of the People:
Broad-based involvement by citizens who fully comprehend the power of the

people and utilize that power base, have capacity of extraordinary potential to
galvanize the will of the body politic for the greater good of society. Average
citizens working collectively see their contributions of tirne and effort as sizable

assets. ln and of itself, people working together is a ftamework supplying a
systematic structure around which people come together for a unified purpose.

Self-Actualization:
A citizen working in collaboration with other individuals provides a sense of
purpose and fulfillment. For average citizens, public service provides an
opportunity for personal grourth as well as an opportunity to contribute to the
good of our greater society for today and into the future. Citizens working
together build community spirit and pride.

Workshop Obiectives
One objective of the Sustainability Forums is educational. The idea is to foster
new ways of tooking at old problem$, changing of attitudes and furming new

patterns of relationships and embracing a "systems" approach. Forum education
workshops provide the tools that enable citizens to work together for the
betterment of their community for today and for future generations. There is
absolutely no intent to take advocacy positions on any local issues. The forums
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provide an educational process to build the capability to avoid the kinds of
rancorous, contentious meetings that turn citizens away from being involved.

The learning content of each workshop gained the approval of Hamline
University, which has made arrangements for the project to offer Graduate

Credits through Hamline University to participants in the forums. The learning
content also has approval fiom Minnesota's Department of Commerce who has
arranged for the project to offer Continuing Education Credits for Builders and
Realtorc.

Another objective of this prolect is to facilitate the development of community
stewardship in Minnesota through collaborative efforts of communities joinlng
together as teams. The project aims to use the experience and expertise of the
lzaak Walton Leagues National Sustainability Education Project to promote
community sustainability and community-based planning in Minnesota from the
grassroots up.

A major portion of the planning and organization of each forurn takes place at
the grass-roots level involving members of the lzaak Walton League in close
collaboration with members of local sponsoring groups. Over a period of at least
six to eight rnonths, people living in the community along with the forum proiect
stiaff, cornpile an invitation list that is representiative of the community.

Searching fur names of people to invite is an extremely active process. For
example, it is necessary to approach local units of government, civic
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. organizations, educational institutions, professional groups, faith communities,
large and small businesses and industries as well as those in private business
and agriculture to narne a few. A descriptive forum registration brochure along
with an invitation cover letter is sent to the names on the compiled list. Every
effort is made to include a balanced mix of people representing the makeup of
the community and those wlro would put to use what they learn during the
workshops.

The Sustainability Forurns Project is based on pilot workshops, which began in
the fiall of 1997 in Mahtomedi, Minnesota. These two workshops provided an

occasion for private citizens, local units of government representatives, business
and private organizations to proactively discuss and envision the future of fteir

community. There was no urgent divisive issue brought local citizens to debate
and resolve.
These pilot workshops were the basis for a grant proposal submitted by the
lzaak Walton League of America, Minnesota Division

(lwL$

to the Legislative

Commission on Minnesota Resources (LCMR) in February 1996. Every two

years, the LCMR allocates money from the Minnesota Environmental Trust

Fund. The Sustainability Forums Project was granted funding by the State of
Minnesota and began its operation on July 1 , 1999.
The proiect agreement betvueen the State of Minnesota and the lWl,A listed
expected results and outcomes of the Sustainability Forums to include:
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.
.

lncreased citizen knowledge and awareness of the importance of
sustainability principles in the life of the local community.
Development, by forum participants, of community action plans involving
clear action steps towards their own community sustainability.
lmproved harmony among local units of governments in future community
planning.
lncreased citizen participation in local govemment deliberations through
more open meetings involving officials.

Members of local sponsoring groups along with project staff develop content and

format specifically tailored for the specific community participating. Sustainability
Forums methodology is designed by the facilitators who have worked with
cornmunity members over a period of months. Content of each forum workshop
is flexible to accommodate community interests, although similar small-group

exercises and presentations are used in each forum.
The Sustainability Forums are to be held in four Minnesota communities during a
two-year period fiom July 1, 1999 to June 30, 2001. An added feature of these
forums is six months of follow-up by the project staff to assist each community
with implementation of the recommendations and actions developed by forum

participants. Each forum consists of three one{ay workshops held within a
period of one to three weeks.
WORKSHOP 1 - During the first workshop proiect staff and presenters work with
participants to develop an understanding of sustiainability as it applies to local

communities. This is implemented using small group exercises or presentations
by staff or invited speakerc, with the smallgroup exercises being the major

emphasis of the workshop. Those exercises are:
a

Postcards from Home (Hren, p 15, 1998d).
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.
.
.
.

Defining Time (Hren, p. 8, 1997).
Sustainability Snapshot (Hren, p.17, 19gG).
Gauging Engagement Potential (Hren, p17, 1998a).
Community Action Profiles {Hren, p. 20, 1998a}.

Smallgroup exercises are designed to achieve expected outcome. Expected
outcomes of the first workshop are that participants will be able to:

.
.
r
.

Describe the key characteristics of weak and strong sustainability.
Create a Webbing Map that illustrates the linkages among soclal, economic
and ecological factors in their community, (See example of Webbing Map on
nest page.)
ldentiff community characteristics that may promote meaningful grassroots
decision-making.
Describe several current Minnesota based projects that promote community
sustainability.
I
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WORKSHOP 2 - At the second workshop, invited presenters and workshop
participanE describe and discuss issues of community concern which can be
addressed by application of sustainability principles at the local level.
Exercises for the second urcrkshop are:
a

Mapping Your Home Place (Appendix A)
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.

Building a Constituency (Hren, p. 21, 1998a).
Defining Elements (Hren, p. 19, 19g8d).
The Art of Listening (Hren, p. 24, 1998a).
Open Space (Appendix B)

Expected outcomes of the second workshop are that participants will be able to:

.
e
r

ldentiff area characteristics that they would like to know more about in order
to be a better-informed decision-maker.
Define existing or desired local community sustainability elements.
Formulate a strategy to improve and broaden the representation of
community sectors and interests in decision-making.

Each of these areas is the subject of a facilitated small group exercise, which
involves the active participation of all those attending the workshop.

Workshop 3 - During the third workshop, participants apply what they have
learned about cornmunity sustainability by developing specific action steps for
enhancing sustiainability in their own community. Exercises for the third
workshop are:

.
.
.
.
r

Workshop I and ll Review includes a review of Defining Time (Hren, P, B,
1ee7).
Sacred Places (Hester, 1990).
A Systems Approach lntroduction.
A Systems Approach (Appendix C).
What's Next (Hren, p.23, 1997)?

Expected outcomes for this workshop, participants will be able to:

.
.
.
.

Describe key characteristics of community sustainability.
Describe sorne of the communities "sacred places"'
food/agriculture, energy, water, building,
Gharacterize healthy systems
economic, education, recreation/open-space, transportation, government,
and land use; then to offer suggestions for how these may be addressed by
planning in way that promote sustainability.
Define projects participants collectively will work to implement.

-
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The third workshop is the first time that specific local issues are discussed, since

workshops 1 and 2 are devoted specifically and exclusively to sustainability
concepE and generalized processes. The final workshop exercise is designed to

identiff potential action projects that participants or groups of participants rnay
pursue after the workshop has ended. Small group recorders report and dlscuss
each action listed then rate as high or low impact, and high or low feasibility.

Proposed projects are recorded on a large paper pad labeled "lA/hafs Neril?"
Each group reports its results and after general discussion, the workshop is
closed.

FOLLOW-UP

-

Project staff will prepare a detailed report of the material

developed by participanb at each workshop and send it to all attendees and
others interested. Staff will assist in the implernentation of proposals and
projects resulting from the forums to the fullest extent possible.
NOTE - Sustainability Forums are designed with a very flexible methodology so

that each forum can be organized and planned to reflec't the needs of the area
served.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Rural Gommunity Leadership Proiect
Outline of Proiect History
Originally, the Lake Benton RCL workshops were to be limited to farmers. The
f;armers would set goals for their farm operations and take action to reach those

goals. At the first workshop, in November 1996, the fanners were introduced, by
Caroline Brinkman a member of the lake association Lake lmprovement For
Everyone (LIFE), to a watershed management plan designed to clean up Lake
Benton Lake This plan surprised the farmers because they did not know the plan

existed. LIFE and the local conservation office developed the plan. The plan
called for the f;armers to change their tarming practices, but the farmerc were not
included in the development of the plan. The farmers wanted to be involved in
any watershed plan and saw the RCL rnodel as a great vehicle to involve a

broader community in planning.
The twenty-one farmer participants urere so excited about this type of planning
that they wanted to expand the group to involve a broader cross-section of the
community in this type of planning. The f;armers wanted to repeat the first
workshop with a larger representative sample of the Lake Benton watershed

community. They realized that in order for real change to occur they needed the
whole community to work together.
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At the repeated first RCL workshop with the larger community the participants
decided to organize into a coalition. They called this new coalition the Lake
Benton Watershed Holistic Management Coalition. They felt that by being a

coalition would give them the impetus to do things in the community and

r,rrould

show other residents that the many organizations represented were working
together.

They set up a monthly meeting schedule and wanted the MDA to help run

meetings. The MDA suppofted this development because the local people were
starting to lead themselves and take control of the situation. The Coalition
members decided to hold education activities throughout the workshop series
rather than have the facilitated workshops in a set sequence. Throughout the

three years of the proiect the attendance at community designed education

evenh was greater than at the four facilitated workshops or meetings without a
clear education focus. At the Coalition-sponsored education events there were
up to forty people in attendance. The attendance at the four facilitated

workshops averaged tvrlenty-five participants. At the monthly rneetings when
there was no facilitation or education event the attendance declined to a core
group of about ten. lt took a year before all four of the RCL workshops were

completed. Having the local people design their own meetings helped to insure
that they stayed committed to the process.

5g

Rural Community Leaderchip Results
The goal of the Rural Community Leadership (RCL) model is for residents of the
Lake Benton Watershed to plan together to maintain and enhance the

sustainability of their community. Participants represent a good cross-section of
the whole community. The results of asking the residents help design and
schedule the workshops and education activities helped the residents fuel that

they really had a say in community planning. The residents took the time to
visualize their community in fifty years. They appreciated the exercise that
identified the aspecE of the community they want. They were serious about
making action plans and taking action to help them achieve their vision of the
community.

Vision and Aspects of Community iiaintained and Enhanced
The RCL model help the residents of the Lake Benton Watershed Holistic
Management Coalition develop a vision for what they want their community to be

like in fifty years. The visioning process led the residents to identiff the aspec"ts
of the community they want to maintain and enhance. Working at two levels, the

natural resource and environment side and the social and community side, the
people identified nine aspects of the community that are important to them.
These include aspects that are more involved with the natural landscape and
others that are more civic in emphasis. The nine aspects are:

.

Local Schools. There is a strong desire to have enough students so they are
not forced to consolidate with other schools.
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.

Health Care. To have affordable and adequate health care within the
community.
Maintained Parks. Have plenty of park space to promote outdoor recreation.
Updated Highways. To ensure good roads to provide transportation of goods
and services.
Clean Lake. Lake Benton Lake to be fishable and swimable so people want
to visit this natural resource. Proper management of all the natural resources
will benefit the lake.
ldentity with Communiff. There is a strong identity and pride among the
people for they region of Lake Benton and the Coalition wants to keep this
identity strong.
Healthy Farms. Lake Benton relies on farming for iE economic base. The
participants realize a strong vital farm economy is important for the vrlell being
of the whole community.
Prosperous Businesses. The success if non-farm businesses are important
to the participants.
Tourism. The promotion of tourism will provide economic benefit to the
community.

These nine aspects of the community were presented tg the participants visually
as interconnecting circles. Presenting these aspects as interconnecting helped

the residents realize that all aspects of the cornmunity are interdependent. An
action on one aspect will affect all of the other aspects as well, both positively
and negatively. This helps them to see their community holistically and to take a
systems approach in decision making.

This activity led the participants to want to identiff some principles that they want

to Iive by and imptement as they take action either as individuals or in
cooperation with the larger community. They want to make their decisions
based on the principles of local control, property rights, economics, quality of

life, open communicatlon, and flexibility.

.

Local control: The residents of the community want to have control and a say
in the programs and poticies that are designed for their community.
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Property Rights: Any decision that is made must take into account the
property rights of the individuals that are affected. Policies must not impair
property rights.
Economics: Any policy or program needs to be economical for the individual
and the community. lt is not right for programs to cause economic hardship.
Quality of Life: The residents are proud of the quality of life in their
community. Programs and policies must take into account the quality of life
of the community.
Open Communication: lmportant that open communication betureen
individuals, organizations, and sectors in the community occurs to prevent
bad feelings and factions.
Flexibility: All programs need flexibility to fit the desires and of the residents
and the culture of the community.

These principles are important because it gives the residents some guidelines
for any policies and actions taken. These principles send a message to policy
makers as they design new policies. lndividuals and businesses mn use these

principles to help them determine if their plans for their businesses, farms, or
residences are using these principles to guide their decisions.

Action Plans
The first action was to form a coalition. This was consistent with the MDA s
interests in community organizing and planning. Therefore, acknowledging the
community's freedom of action was part of their growing as a community.
However, forming a coalition caused the sequence of the workshop series to be

interrupted. Therefore, part of the two succeeding meetings was designed to
organize a flyer describing whom they were and wtrat they uvere going to do
(Appendix D)
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The RCL process provided a process for the workshop participants to design
action plans. The participants identified five priority issues that need to be
addressed by the Coalition. The five priority issues are:
a

e

a

a

I

Ground and sudace water quality of Lake Benton Lake and the watershed.
They plan to develop action plans that address the lake weed control, soil
erosion, and nutrient runoff from fields, city and home site runoff.
Gommunity and communications. The Coalition wants to have a wide range
of community involvement in their planning and actions, They will do this by
networking and providing educational programs and tours.
Livestock and manure management. They want to provide input on a local
zoning ordinance that will protect the environment while at the same time
provide adequate income potential for the farm operation with design
incentives for the installation of effective waste management facilities for
Iivestock operations.
Steramrdship and biodiversity. The Coalition wants to promote a wise use of
resources approach for the natural resources in the area by analyzing social
and economic impacts of their actions. They want to explore alternative uses
for the resources.
Recreation. The Coalition members are proud of the numerous recreation
opportunities in the area. They want to work with tourism groups and
encourage continued growth of outdoor recreation and the arts.

Throughout the period of the project with the Coalition they wanted to provide
education activities for the residents of the watershed, They thought that
education would help them to work together and network as a community.
Residents would learn the issues and desires of people from other sectors of the
community that they normally do not interact with.

They held a tour of Lake Benton Lake with representatives from the Natural
Resources Conservation Service, Lincoln Gounty Soil and Water Conservation
District, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, sportsmen's club, and

LIFE. A tour of farm conservation structures shovrred non-farmers what farmers
were doing to protect the Lake. A nutrient management person from MDA Eme
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to a meeting to talk about the nitrate problems in the rural water systems in
Lincoln and Pipestone counties. This was a well-attended meeting because
quality of drinking water is of primary concern. One meeting was a discuesion
with the Lincoln County Commissioners for feedback to the comrnissioners about
different issues.
These education meetings alrarays had a good mix of residents from different
sectors of the community. County commissioners attended nearly every

meeting. Their elected senator and representative attended some. The local
newspapers attended most and wrote stories. Agency staffs were regulars and
were willing to give presentations. The city council of Lake Benton attended
rnost and the council of Tyler, the neighboring towns attend some. The numbers
of fanners attending fluctuated depending on the topic. The farm tour and the

nutrient management meeting were the best attended by firmers because these
meetings gave farmers specific information they could use on their tarms.

Members of LIFE attended every meeting.
The Coalition is still meeting regularly. Their main focus is on the protection of
Lake Benton Lake. They are promoting conservation practices for hrmers and
write collaborative grant proposals to try to secure funding so they can do some
monitoring to shour the benefits or problems with different land use practices.
Funding for these types of projects are hard to secure. They get disappointed
but they stilt have the desire to carry-on. They believe they can really make a
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difference by working together. They expect to secure an adequate amount of
funding soon so they can do a detailed monitoring project.

Rural Gommunity Leaderchip Iltodel

lnclusiveness:
The RCL model is an inclusive planning model designed to work for residents
from all aspects of the rural communaty. lt is important to be inclusive in
community visioning and' planning so that all sectors buy in to the planning

effort. Leaving sectors out will leave the process open for people complaining or
developing other strategies that counteract efforts.
ln the RCL model, selecting whom to invite and include in the workshops is an

inclusive process itself. Local resident leaders are selected and they are the
ones that generate the invitation list for the first workshop. At the first wortshop,

the participants also identiff others either as individuals or organizations to

invite. The workshops are also advertised in the local press so anyone
interested can participate. lt is important for the local residents to invite
participants because this helps thern feel they have a vested interest in the
success of the workshops.

lnclusiveness helped the Coalition work together. The attitudes of the
participants in the Coalition have changed over the duration of the project.
lnitially, fiarmers and the lakeshore residents did not talk to each other. There
was no trust betuleen them. Thb hkeshore residents thought the farmers u,ere
damaging the lake guality because of their farming practices. Especially
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allowing cattle direct access to the lake and tributaries. The fiarmers thought the
lakeshore residents were concemed only for their recreation and aesthetic
values for their own lives and not concerned with the economic viability of the

farmers. Therefore, they did not talk, let alone know each other.
Through this workshop process there has been a lot of progress with f;armers
and lakeshore residents working together. One farmer comments that he used
to call the lake residents "the lake people". Now he calls them "lake shore

residents". Trust has been built because both groups now know that the other is
concemed and doing projects to help the lake and community.

Gollaboration Among Assorted Groups:
The RCL model brought residents together ftom various sectors of the
community. These participants planned and worked together on prolects. This
collaboration strengthened relationships and the sense of community.
Sixty-six residents of the Lake Benton watershed were involved in the RCL
workshop series. Represented were f;armers, lake association members, city
council members from Lake Benton and Tyler, township board officers from the
four townships in the watershed, Chamber of Commerce, Lincoln County
Economic Development, Lincoln County Environmental Officer,
Lincoln/Pipestone Rural Water Association, a state senator, a stiate
representative, Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), Lincoln Soil
and Water Conservation District, MN Pollution Control Agency, MN Deparfrnent
of Natural Resources, Lincoln County Extension Seruice, newspaper reporterc
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from Tyler, Lake Benton, Pipestone and Marshall, MN. The participants made
up a good cross-section sample of the whole community representing both

genderc, homeownerc, young and old adults, business and agency interests. lt
was common to have both spouses attend meetings.
Some groups were not represented at the workshops or the meetings. The

ministerial association and clergy did not attend and were not put on the
invitation list by the participants. The local schools u,ere not involved, the
participants acknowledged this but did not come up with a way to include them in
the process.
Before this project, many of the sectors of the community did not work together

and ofren did not know each other. This process helped people to understand
and realize that residents from different sectors had the same goals for the
community as each other.

Leaderchip Emergedl
The RCL process enabled the residents of the Lake Benton Watershed to want
to take leadership in their community. This prooess showed them that they
actually have the power to lead and make decisions to better their community.
The MDA staff provided facilitation for the process, but the actual leader:ship and
commitment came from the participants themselves.

When the participants decided to form a coalition they wanted three
representatives from difierent sectors of the community to be coordinators. One
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farmer, a lakeshore resident, and a businessperson from Lake Benton ulrcre
chosen as co-coordinators. These three sectors were selected because they
represent the major portion of the community. The farmer represents the largest
geographic area and nearly one-half of the population with about 600 people.
The businessperson represents businesses and the residenh in the city of Lake
Benton and a population of about 600 people. The lakeshore association
member represents about 100 people living on the lake; this group is made up of

retirees and people that that work in town. These three leaders are responsible
for keeping the coalition together, bringing in new people to the group, and
keeping the goals and visions of the Coalition as the driving force for keeping
the Coalition together.
Over the course of the three years of the Coalition, one of the co-coordinators of

the Coalition stepped down. The Coalition appointed another businessperson to
replace this person. The Coalition felt it was important to keep three individuals
riepresenting different sectors as co-chair.

Partnerchips:
Evidence that the RCL process helped the residents of the Lake Benton

Watershed work together continue$ to emerge. The mayor of Lake Benton has
offered his office and staff support on nurnerous proiects. For instiance, the
Coalition applied for a Clean Water Partnership grant from the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency. This grant needs a local unit of government to be the

grantee. The Coalition is not an official organization and cannot receive ftderal
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moneys. The city of Lake Benton volunteered to serve as grantee for the
project. This partnership shows that the different sectors are working well
together. This grant would be for monitoring efforts to monitor the nutrienb and
sediment entering Lake Benton Lake. These nutrients come mostly form farm

fields and not city property, making the project not important or necessary for the

city. The city does not use the water for drinking because it is a member of a
rural water association that has wells to collect water and distributes water to

cities as well as farms and rural residences.

lmproved reprcsentation by elected officiale:
There is continued support and invslvement of elected officials in the work sf the

Coalition. A State Representative and a State Senator have been involved in
the Coalition. They both have attended a few meetings and took an active role
in planning events and proiech. These elected offcials respect the work of the
Coalition and listens to what they have to say. Also, Coalition members keep
their legislators informed on key issues they want their legislators to support.
The Coalition writes letters often to their legislators.
The County Commissioners in Lincoln County and the mayor of Lake Benton
recognize the value of the Coalition for bringing up issues of importance. These
elected officials always have representation at Coalition meetings and events.

Proactive Apprcach:
A major concem in Minnesota is the size of livestock feedlot facilities. The
Coalition addressed this issue in the workshops and representative farmers of
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the Coalition have been working with the Lincoln County Board of
Commissioners on an interim feedlot ordinance. The farmerc know what the

concerns are from the cross-section of watershed residents about feedlots. The
farmers are sharing this information with the county commissioners. The
commissioners are listening because they know that the workshops provided

their constituents a means to reach consensus on the type of community they

want. The Coalition meetings helped to design the future as well as educate
people on what the problems are at the present. Residents of the watershed are
fearful of large feedlots for ground water contamination, odor, and for forcing
small family type hrmers out of business.

The Coalition meeting with the County Commissioners is evidence that this
process has enabled the Coalition to take a proactive approach on an important

issue. lf they had not been proactive the Commissionefti would not have known
the concerns of so many residents.

Communities and agencies are looking to the work of the Coalition as an
example of what can be done using a collaborative visioning process.
Numerous speaking engagements about the Coalition have been offered

Coalition members and MDA.
ln June 1997, two Coalition members and one MDA staff member spoke at the
MN Water Planners Conference in Two Harbors,

MN. Participants of this

conference were impressed that real participants from Lake Benton came to Two
Harbors, ratherthan just an agency staffperson. Also, at the end of July 1997,
7A

two Coalition members spoke at the MN River Basin Joint Porrers Board fuinual
Meeting in St. Peter.
Wayne Monsen from the MDA was invited to speak at the National Natural
Resource Management Conference in June 1997 in New Orleans about getting
community involvement in natural resource planning. He also gave one hour
training to the North Central Region Sustainable Agriculture Research and
Education Program for Extension and agency staff in a thirteen state area, This
training was on whole farm planning but focused on the level of farm planning
that is beyond the farm gate and involves the whole community.
Members of the Coalition were interviewed for a docrment reporting on citizen
involvement programs in Minnesota. The diagram showing the interrelatedness
of the various aspects of the community that the residents were published in this

document (Citizen, Science, Watershed Partnerships, pg. 49, 1998).
ln May of 1998, Monsen gave a presentation at MN Water Resources
Conference on whole farm planning using the Lake Benton Coalition as an
example of allowing community members to set the direction for water resources

protection. The feedback Monsen received from attendees is causing the MDA
to reconsider involving the wlrole community in whole farm planning. Many
participants frorn other county and state agencies were impressed with the
sucsess of the MDA project. For example, county environmental health officials
from Olmsted and 1A/ashington counties in Minnesota are impressed that MDA is
taking a leadership role by involving the broader community in planning. They
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want to begin to work with MDA on community planning in their counties
because they think that approaching a natural resource or a human health
problem with a systems approach that includes the residents of the community

will help in designing effective programs and approaches to environmental and
health concems.

ln Septernber of 1998, Monsen was invited to serve on a panel to discuss a
manure spill in Olmsted Counff at the Minnesotia Department of Health annual

conference. The RCL model was highlighted as a possible method to bring
community members together that are at odds over an issue of public health and
natural disaster.
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Sustainability Forums
Pilot Workshop$ Prccede Suetainabilifi Forums
Citizen leadership became apparent during the pilot workshops, which served as
the basis for the Sustainability Forum Project. A review of what has happened
as a result of those workshops will confirm that the four elements of the Citizen
Leadership Theory were in play. Also evident from the pilot workshop were

attitude changes by decision-makers as they applied communifi sustainability
principles while making decisions.
Out of the first pilot workshop held in Mahtomedi, Minnesota on Oc.tober 31st,
1997, an impressive list of ac'tions and events ernerged over a period from
November 1997 through January 1998. Four people, including two City

Planning Commissioners, and a City Park Commissioner, who participated in
that first workshop, met on a regular basis for two and a half months to organize
and plan another workshop for city officials and interested citizens. They went
before the City Council in January 1998 where the Mahtomedi City Council voted
unanimously to sponsor a Sustainability Workshop to be held in February.

Participants in the second rarcrkshop included almost every elected and
appointed city official, city staff, school district members, and interested citizens.
It was noted during that second workshop that government entities ought to

collaborate, to work together more. At the same time lt

vrnas

also pointed out that

this was the first time in the city's history that all of Mahtomedi's city government
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officials and school district administrators wgre in the same room, at the same
time, talking about the same thing.

The day after that vvorkshop, the Superintendent of the Mahtomedi School
District, who participated in the workshop called the Mayor of Mahtomedi,

vutro

participated as well. The Superintendent suggested that the school district and
the city should begin to work together and improve communications. Since that
time, the city and school district have been meeting on a regular basis.
ln these joint rneetings, one of the topics under discussion was how to find a uray

to build a new ice arena. A referendum for a new ice arena had recently fiailed in
a city election. The school district also wanted an ice arena but needed funding.

After a number of meetings, the city and school district decided to find a more
creative solution to the problem through a different approach. In the spirit of
collaboration, they arranged with a neighboring city to help share the costs of a
new ice arena. After months of negotiations, an agreement was reached in the

fall of 1999 between the City of Mahtomedi, the Mahtomedi School District and
the City of Stillwater to build e new ice arena. (City Council Minutes 9-13-gg)
Construction is presently underway.
This came about because of citizen leadership exemplified by those four
individuals who were willing to take the initiative to make change. They did not
anticipate that their efforts would result in this impressive collaborative
agreement between the three governing entities.
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Sustainability Forums Results
Since the initiation of this project in July 1999, two sustainability forums have
been held. The first was held in Red Wing MH and included residents of
communities in the Cannon River Watershed. The second was in Willmar MN
and involved residents of Kandiyohi County. The women and rnen participating
in these forums repre$ented a cross section of the communities. They were in a

range of ages and represented many professions including but not timitd to:
educators, doctors, dentists, elected officials, appointed commissionerc, resort
ownetIl, builderc, realtors, city and county employees, govemment and nongovernment organizations, farmers, small business owners, students and retired
citizens.

The first workshop of each forum began with a presentation of the history and
background on commun ity sustainability. This presentation g raphically
illustrates concepts and definitions of sustainability. At both forums, midramy into
this forty-five minute session, participants began to get energized. They start
making comments, asking questions and making remarks to the people around

them. The group dynamics changed dramatically, and became very upbeat and
enthusiastic.
As one participant put it, "Comrnunity sustainability places a framework around
what I have been thinking and noticing about decisions made and how they
affect the world around me.n For those participating in the forums, the concept
of community sustainability provided a name those observations and
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conclusions citizens have drawn about the environment, economics and social
connections. Attaching a name to those observations and conclusions

essentially validated participants' analytical skills of how they see the world.
To single out immediate maior changes as a result of the Sustainability Forums

is not possible because the process involved in these workshops takes a longrange approach, a proactive view of individual involvement and community
planning; however a number of visible attitude changes of a sustainability
knowledge base have become evident, as well as actions pointing to clear
outcomes.
Each exercise and activity used in the forums was designed with a specific goal

as listed in Chapter 3 and was directed towards specific desired outcomes. The
following is a compilation of comments from the participants in the firct two
forums.
Eryefied Outeore: Participantr are able to describe the key chrrafferistics ofweak rnd
stnong sustdnahility.

A presentation titled Defining Time, gave an overview of the history, terminology
and a selection of definitions of cornmunity sustainability. Participants uuere
invited to ask questions and comment on what they saw and heard. lncluded
here is a sample of those comments:

.
e
r
.

Government action must be supported by community involvement.
Global population must be considered.
Waste prevention is essential.
The viability of agriculfure and industry is at stake.
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e
.
.
.
o
.
o
.

Water quality depends on sustainability initiatives.
Rural heritage preservation efforts will benefit from it.
Longterm decision-making is necessary for natural resource viability.
Partnerships are required.
Housing systems and comprehensive land use planning affect it.
A balance between preservation and conservation is key
lt requires individual and collective responsibility.

lfs

hard.

It is evident by the comments listed here, that the participants had an

understanding of community sustainability.
ErpegtEd Outcome: Participants are able to cneete a concept mnp thnt ilhutr8tc* the firkages
nrnotrg social, oconomic and ecologicat

frttom h their mmmuniQr.

Each small group identified an industry and thought about economic capital,

environmental capital and social capital that affect or are affected by the chosen

industry. The groups then constructed concept maps showing primary,
secondary and tertiary fiactors that affect the industry
Place an example of a map here.
Expeciled Outcome: Participantr are able to

idenffi community

charac'teristics that

my

promote mningfuI gmllsmots decisionmking.

An exercise called Gauging Engagement, again placed participants into small
groups to identiff priority actions needed to strengthen citizen engagement in
decision-making and problem solving. This is a sample of priority actions groups
selected.
o

t

Encourage media to provide accurate fair reporting of community activities
and recognize media when they do a good iob.
lncrease the dialogue among levels of government and the community.

TI

e
.
r
I
r
o
.
.
.
.
r

Educate the public about sustainability concepts and processes
Create demonstration projects that model sustainability concepts.
Establish private/public partnerships to extend communications technologies
to rural Minnesota.
Encourage local governments to involve local residents in meaningful and
participative decision-making for elected officials and community leaders.
Encourage decision-makers to educate local residents about issues, prior to
decision-making processes.
Redraw land use planning boundaries to encompass watersheds, r:ather than
pol itical jurisd ictions.
Make events that require or benefit from community involvement and
participation more exciting.
Sponsor long-term (50 years plus) community visioning exercises.
Educate residents about the importance of active civic participation and offer
community education programs designed to explain government decisionmaking proces$es and build leadership capacity.
Establish a county web site where all county committee agendas and meeting
minutes are posted. lnclude e-mail links to county officials and agency staffs
so that citizens can both ask questions and offer suggestions.
Encourage private organizations to mobilize their constituencies to work in
partnership with public agencies. Encourage public agencies consistently to
seek private organization participation.

Expccted Outcome; Participants will be able to decribe sweral current Miurcsota boscd

prujects that promote community sustainability.

lnvited representatives of organizations and agencies curently engaged in
activities that promote sustainability presented their proiects.
Exp€cted Orrtcomes: Particlpants will be abh to identiff anet characteristis thnt thcy would

like to lmow mone about in order to be a hetter informed decisfur,maker; and be able to
define exfuting or desirtd locat community sustainability elements.

Participants retum for the second workshop and it may happen that new people
will anive to participate. The second workshop begins with a review of the five
principles of community sustainability. These five principles are synthesis from
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work by The President's Council on Sustainable Development, Sustainable
Communities Task Force; Burlington Principles of Sustainable Community
Developrnent; lnstitute for Sustainable Communities; National Civic League; the
Cooperative Extension System; Tufts University's Center for Environmential
Management; the lnstitute for Community Environmental Management; and the
Local Government Management Board (Hren 1998d p.1g).

$mall groups listed goals for how these principles could be defined in the
community.

hinciple 1: Community sustainability requirrs social €quty and commudty empowement

.
o
r
.
.
.
I
.

Community education efforts empotver residents by providing information
about how government works, how to find information about issues, and how
to work in partnership with policy makers, businesses, organizations, and
other community members.
Local media provide fiair and accurate coverage of issues and events and
facilitate community involvement in decision-making.
Government decision-making processes are inclusive.
Leadership development training is offered for representatives from ethnic
and special interest citizen organizations.
The community's diversity is represented in citizen advisory groups.
Grassroots community organizations are respected by local government and
viewed as valuable decision-making partners.
Cultural and ethnic diversity are respected and celebrated.
are designed to facilitate
Processes
such as comprehensive planning
meaningfu I community involvement.

-

Principle

2: Community susfiitrtbility

-

requires int€grfltcd }rnd use and tmnsportntion

systems.
I
a

Bike trails offer alternative transportation routes between places where
people live, recreate, work qnd shop.
The county's comprehensive planning efforts strongly integrate land use,
transportation, natural resource conservation, and pollution concems.
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.
r
e
.

that
like cluster housing
Alternative residential development systems
preserve
space
are a
open
provide affordable homes, build community, and
significant part of the county's housing stock.
Watershed research informs land use and transportation planning efforts
Degraded environments are restored and land use plans minirnize further
environmental degradation.
Local government stafts include permanent land use and planning
professionals.

-

Principle

o
.
I
.
.
r

3: Communtfy

-

srntainability requires ervironmentally sound technobgie+

New wastewater technologies, such as those demonstrated the Green Lake
are employed to improve water quality.
Sanitary Water District
The local building industry demonstrates leadership qualities by utilizing
recyctable construction products made from recycled materials, and
employing new building technologies that conserve natural resources.
New construction projech reflect "smart growth," "cluster housing," and other
development trends that encourage innovation, new technologies, and
natural resource conservation.
Recycling programs operate at optimum efficiency.
Altemative renewable energy sources are developed and accessible to
community businesses, residents, and institutionsAgricultural practices and policies that conserve natural resources, minimize
environmental damage, and secure added value for farm products are
developed and supported by the farming community, the county, and ih
residents.

-

kinciple 4: Community sustainability rcquircs

a literate and well-trained worldorrce and a

Yibreft econoniy.
t
I

a

o
a

Emerging communication technologies are used to improve education and
economic opportunities for county residents.
Training prepares small and retail busines$ ownerc to identify economic
opportunities, manage vibrant and flexible businesses, and better complete
regionally.
Economic developrnent plans and efforts focus on the recruitment and
retention of businesses that pay a livable wage.
Residents are encouraged to patronize locally owned businesses and to
purchase locally produced products.
Economic development plans address the employment needs of young

professionals.

;
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Principle

5: Community

SrntainabiHty rrcquires safe and healthy

plaffi for

everyone to

live

work, and rccreate.

.
.
r
r
.
.
.

The community actively addresses social and racial equity issues.
Al! community mernbers live without fear of crime or violence.
Police and fire protection enhance public safety.
Water, sewer and wastewater treatment utilities protect public and
environmental health.
especially low income and elderly residenH
All community members
have ac,cess to fOod, tvater, and shelter at a reasonable coSt
Communities of faith serve and address the needs of all resident ethnic
groups,
Policy makers, busine$ses, organizations and individuals respect cultural
diversity and encourage cultural exchange and interaction among residents.

-

-

Expected Outcomel Participants witl furmulate a strategr fq imprcve and bruaden

th

representatinn of community secton and intercsts in decisionmaking.

To do this, a first step was to have a perspective of the history and of the cunent
status as well as learning the future goals for the community. The Art of
Listening exercise laid out a strategy for designing and information gathering
survey to gain an understanding of the issues people in the community are
thinking about, The small groups developed two sets of questions. The first set
were fact-finding questions such as: How long have you lived here? Where did
you grow up? What did you do for your livelihood? A second set of more

complex and criticalthinking questions such as: What changes in this area
have you observed? Are you pleased or dissatisfied with the changes? What

do you think is most needed in your community? Least needed? What goals
would you like to see for your community in 5, 10, 15 or 20 years?
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Erycctd Outcome: Participanb wiII bc sble to descrihe some of the communities "s*r-d
plifccs.tt

Small groups, applying the Sacred Structures exercise, developed a Sacred

Structures Map. The chaltenge was not only identiffing these places, but also
determining if they promote social equity in their present state. Those social
elements

-

however steeped in tradition

-

that perpetuate economic or social

injustice must be addressed as part of the sustainability process. Those
features that fairly serve the interest of the urhole community must be protected
through zoning, easements, or other means.
Eryected Outcome: Participants will be able to characterize healthy rysterc

-

food/agricultung energr, water, building, economic, education, recreation/open'space'

transporhtion, goverumen{ and taud us$ then to ofrer suggestions for how these may be
addrscsed by planning in way

thlt pnomote

sustainability'

Participanb of the Kandiyohi County Sustainability Forum selected the county's
land use, food and agriculture, water, and open space and recreation systems
for discussion.
A heatthy land

r
.
.
.
.
r
.

use system:

lncludes a good transportation plan
Provides appropriate and affordable housing
Supports a reasonable economic developmenUbusiness plan
Builds and maintains a strong infrastructure
Protects groundwater ;
Protects watersheds
Fosters a sense of place and Gommunity Stewardship Project Protects
biodiversity
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r
.
r
r
r
r
o
.
.

Promotes economic viability and security
Preserves aesthetic qualities
Considers maintenance issues
Enjoys widespread community acceptance and support
Promotes the community's vision for its future
Prevents natural resource waste
Promotes natural resource conservation Establishes urban/suburban growth
boundaries
Models best land use practices
Redefines "rural living."

A healthy food and agriculture system:

a
a

t
a

t
a

Maintains short and long-term profitability
Preserves aesthetic rural tarm qualities
Produces products that meet society's needs
Addresses the human needs of f;arm families and workers
Preserues many furms of farm ownership and management, including small
family farms
Conserves soil and water resources
Minimizes or eliminates the use of potentially harmful substances or farming
practices
Provides safe and affordable food
Promotes cropping systems that maintain soil productivity
Prod uces consumerdriven products
Takes a precautionary approach to genetically modified organisms and
seeds
Protects agricultural land from development
Promotes best management practices that minimize soil erosion
Encourages hrmer participation in responsible govemment farm programs
Considers the farming legacy that will be inherited by the seventh generation
Supports organic farming and sustainable agriculture practices
people v,lho consume locally produced foods
Encourages "proxivores"

-

A healthy water

.
.
.
.
.

ntrmtrnsE

slttem:

Protects clean, safe fresh water supplies
Prevents disease and insures public safety
Require$ non-polluting septic systems
Promotes ecological shoreland management
Considers agricultural irrigation practices and sustainable

A hcalthy recreation and open $pas system:
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r
r
.
.
.
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Sizes reereation areas to meet the needs of specific recreational activities
Promotes recreation that minimizes human impacts on the environment
especially water quality
Models best management prac'tices at recreation facilities
Preserve open space in order to provide places where individuals can seek
solifude, and spend reflective time in quiet natural settings
Preserves viewsheds
Considers the costs and benefits of each recreational lnvestment
Provides diverse recreational opportunities through a system of state, county
and community parks and open spaces
Provides opportunities for overnight recreation such as camping
Emphasizes the ecological, economic and social benefits of recreation
Factors projected population growth and demographic information into
recreation and open space planning
when appropriate
Encourages private landownerc to allow public access
to lands managed or improved with federal funds (such as the
Conservation Reserve Program).

-

-

-

Eryested Outcome: Participants will defne proiect

Frtiripnts

collec'tively will work to

implemeut

A closing exercise, Whats Next, was used during the forum in order to have
participants brainstorm what they think should happen as a result of this series
of workshops, They began looking at what steps individuals and groups could

take to build on the knovuledge and experience gained. Generally responses full
into further sustainability education, reaching out to the broader community and

finding ways to work more closely with media outlets"
Participants were asked how they would apply what they had learned. What

follows is a sample of written responses.

I

The educational value and material will aid me in being more broadly
knowledgeable in my circles and cause me to be more proactive.
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.
.
.
.
.
.
.
,
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To "instigate" discussion/ideas/future developlnent and have people and
places to network with for more information.
These concepts are creeping into my thinking more and more. I hope to
participate in upcoming Kandiyohi County Comprehensive Planning.
Adds to my store of knowledge in regard to controlling sprawl
I will use wlrat I learned any chance I get in community education and in
govemment agencies.
The information will be invaluable as the county works on its new
comprehensive plan.
Going to get involved
Raise awareness through discussion, in groups and with individuals.
Plan to work on the Kandiyohi County Comprehensive Planning and get the
word out.
will apply information to meetings, which I attend.
Tell people
Will work with New London lkes to purchase and develop a slide program for
presentation to Lake Associations regarding lakeshore management.
Will use the information in a newsletter and hope for another forum.

-

An immediate result carne at the end of the final workshop in Willmar,
Minnesota, when a participant, a resort owner, requested that a mini

sustainability workshop be held in October 2000 for a statewide Resort Owners
Fall Conbrence.
More resulE emerged from the forum. The Mid-Minnesotia Development
Commission, charged with developing the Kandiyohi County Gomprehensive

plan, had hoped there would be an active citizen Task Force to assist with the
new county planning process. Matthew Johnson, Community Development
Director, who attended the forum, has reported that "many volunteers" cailte out
of the forum to serve on the Citizen Task Force.

Another result, a slide presentation featuring lakeshore management is currently
under development in collaboration with the New London Ghapter of the Izaak

Walton League and Minnesota Department of Natural Resources.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
Strengths:
Rural Gommunity Leadenship

-

Sustainability Forums

The Rural Community Leadership proiect and the Sustainability Forums
successfully enabled participating citizens to better understand community

sustainability. This became evident through participants' responses from small
group activities and frorn their statements on the evaluation forms. These nonthreatening processes brought residents from diverse backgrounds together to
plan for the future of their communities. Citizens were given an opportunity to
share their personal vision for the collective future and then cooperatively

develop goals for the future of their community.
An important strength contained in these two models is that they empower
individual participants to realize that they have a say in the future of their
cornmunity. Sensing this empowerment, the participanE involve themselves in
designing programs and projects that will help their community achieve desired
goals.

Also important, these two models have provided an opportunity for
communication between people of different affiliations. lndividuals from difierent
parts of the community often do not work with nor get to know people from other
parts; hence they are not always aware of their visions and goals. What often
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happens is that a$sumptions are made and that another sector has different
goals and therefore closing out an opportunity for collaboration. These tnro
models do provide that opportunity for collaboration. Participants appreciated

that and were pleased to see that the visions and goals from the different sectors
fit together with each othe/s.
ln human communities, as well as in nature, everything is connected.
Understanding this, participants commented on how they gained a better
understanding th.at many problems and solutions are interconnected.
Nevertheless, solutions are compllcated and oftentimes complex. Nothing exists

in isolation. When one thing is affected, everything is affected. These two
models provided participants with a venue that rnade it possible for thern to see
the interconnectedness between the various sectors and aspecE of their
communities and how their actions affect their community. Each project was

successful in providing the education to see the interconnections, and also
provided practical hands-on activities to deal with these interconnections,
Thereby improving human capital, which is a key goal for both projects.
Both processes bring the concept of decision-making to the people at the grass-

roots level. The participants greatly appreciated this because it not only gave
them the opportunity to make decisions; it also facilitated them to take ownership
of the problems and the actions they decided to undertake. Ofren, 'experts'

outside of the community develop programs. These "experts' bring programs
into the community and expect the residents to adopt and accept these
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programs. Because local residents did not help develop those prog!'ams, they
ofren do not care whether or not if they succeed. These two processes make
possible for local citizens to develop and implement their own programs. lt
makes sense. Offering programs local residents collectively really want would
be a good use of state government time and funds.

Elected and appointed decision-makers from local, state, and federal agencies
did participate in these workshops as part of the community. Their participation
gave them a better understianding of the important issues of concern in their
communities, a$ an example water quality and development of f;armland,

Workshop participants developed goals for their communities and designed
action plans to help them achieve these goals. These action plans help a citizen
to feel a sense of community and gives him or her courage to do something
knowing there is support from the broader community. Key to any plan is

implementation of the plan.
Both proiects included objective facilitators from outside the community. ln each

workshop, the facilitators were careful about remaining objective, not dictating
any recommendations or actions expected to come from the workshops. Each
project provided a process, but it was the participants who did the work. For
example, in the Rural Community Leadership model, the fiacilitators originally
had a four workshop series planned, but participantl ramnted to add extra

education events to be interspersed among the four workshops. Flexibility in
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planning gave the project the capacity to adiust for a given community's needs.
At the same time, working with citizens in this fashion helps to establish trust.
Participants appreciated that everyone was encouraged to take part and that
activities were arranged to make this happen. Learning occurs for people in
different ways just as people participate in activities in their own way. These
workshops offered a variety of methods for learning and participating through
formal presentations, small group work, large group work, individual's reporting
to the large group, and individual exercises along with individual responslbilities.

ln non-threatening ways, these activities and exercises helped to bring about
discussions of important issues from each peruion.

Challenges:
Rural Gommunity Leadenship

-

Sustainability Forums

There are also some challenges with both projects. A significant shortcoming
has proven to be that it is difFrcult to have a complete representiative sample of
the community at the workshops. A great amount of effsrt is made to be very
inclusive.
Workshop attendance fluctuated. This was especially so with hrmers who.were
very interested in the sustainability of their farming operations. Farmers who
participated were less concerned about the larger community goals than they
were ahout their own farms. They eryected that the workshops would offer
ideas or programs to encourage them to make tarming practice changes on their

farms. Engaging the interest of the fiarm sector is essential because farmers are
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major users of natural resources in rural communities and farming practices

affect everyone and everything in the community. There needs to be a way to
broaden the farmers' understanding that they to,are part of the larger community

and that community sustainability is in their best interest,

A common complaint ftom participants was that the sessions often wandered off
from the focus of the meeting. Sustainability is such an extensive concept that

almost any discussion can be seen as a discussion of sustainability; however
out of respect for inctuding a participant's idea, the facilitator will allow
wandering off track on oceasion.
Keeping the participants focusing on all of the issues is difficult. They have the

tendency to want to wotk on the issues of immediate concern. For example, in
the Rural Community Leadership proiect the participants are focusing on the
lake while other issues in the community are not addressed. During the

workshops, the participants came up with a multitude of aspects of their
community they want to maintain and enhance such as healh care, local

schools, prosperous businesses and f;arms, tourism and updated highways.
Focusing on one issue while ignoring all others defeats the purpose of
addressing all of the interrelationships and connections among the numerous
aspects of their community. It is hoped; as time permits they will address all the
issues and see that these issues are also major issues for the quality of lifu for
the residents of the Lake Benton community.
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Scheduling forums to have participation from all sectors is nearly impossible.

These forums are open to all interested citizens and to have good attendance
takes a great amount of preliminary planning. Unlike workshops for business or
an organization vuhere people in authority can direct their subordinates to attend,
community-wide workshops are voluntary and are dependent on citizen interest.

Scheduling of a workshop will always Ieave out some people. Scheduling a
workshop will never be perfect for everyone.

Participant Evaluations
Evaluation forms gave participants an opportunity to comment on strengths and
weaknesses of the forum.

A measure of participant attitude can be derived fiom their own ttritten
cornments on the Sustainability Forums evaluation sheets. Rural Community

Leadership participants had made similar comments.
The following statements are exact written comments that participants wrote on
evaluation sheets about the strengths and weaknesses of the workshops.

Sustainability Forum Shengths

r
.
r
.
.
o
.
.
.
r

Liked being involved in decision-making
Believed sustainability principles meet the current need for their community.
Enjoyed being with like minded people from a variety of backgrounds
Pleased to have gained knowledge along with tools to bring back to their
comrnunity.
Grassroots.
Program moved along very ulell.
Participant's needs vuere met
Good visuals and good infor,mation.
Liked the high degree of participation by all.
Gained a better understanding of how so many problems and solutions are
interconnected and that solutions are complicated and complex.
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.
.
.
.

Networking with people with difierent affiliations was important.
Eager to emphasize long-range planning
Roorn full of citizens respectfully talking about community issues
Forrnat allowed for a meeting of minds.

Sustainability Forum Weaknesses
Class diversity
Saturdays
tough for working people
issue.
Large
Afiernoon too long
Cannon Falls Day I speakers in the afiernoon crammed everything in.
Not enough people of varying persuasion.
On occasion we got diveiled and lost our focus.
Sometimes focu$ was temporarily sidetracked, not an unusual occurrence in
this type of forum.
Need more people and groups.
Not enough participants.
Ability to get some to attend.
Scheduling on Saturdays is tough for people with kids.
Would like to see more county government involved.
No faith communities involved.

-

The Rural Community Leadership Project and the Sustainability Forums Project
are wodrs in progress, as they continue to be modilied and improved to better
serve those who chosse to participate. lt is apparent that "citizen leadership,"
for the most part, is an untapped resource available to improve society. lt is
clear that through enactnent of initiative at the local level, citizens can really
make a difference. lt is the underlying reality for what Representative Tip

nAl politics
O'Neal, former Speaker of the House of Representatives often said,
are local."
John Gardner summarizes this very well:
Leadens must understard that for most men and uomen the driving energies are

latent. Some individuals are unauviare of their potentialitias, some are
sleepralking through the routines of life, some have succumbed to a sense of
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defeat. What leaders see on the surface can be discouraging*aeople, even
very able people, caught in routines of life, thinking short-term, ploruing naru,v

self{eneficial

funorrus through

life. What leaders have to remember is that

somsrl,here under that somnolent surface is the creature that builds civilizations,

the dreamer of dreams, the risk taker. And, remembering thd, the leader must
reach dornn to the springs that nener dry up, the ever-fresh springs of the human
spirit (Gardner, 1993, p. 1gg).

It is our belief that both, the Rural Community Leadership Project and the

Sustainability Forums Project, are very wodhtn hile collaborative learning
processes and that they are proving to be a rneans of engaging what Gardner
calls the "human spirit.'
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Appendix A

APPING YOUN HOTUE PLACE
,-\ltpte!fum *Discwering Your Life-Plsce: A First
Planet

Drum Boob,,P.O. Box 3725L,

San

Frwtisco,

Bioregionat Worl&mk,* by Petr Berg, pttbtished hy

U, g+lSt

An effective yuy beg:n acquiring.a bette_r sense of yourhome i= by making a
fo
:"r*Plg map that shows some of the basic charaeteristics of the place where y"rl
Iive. Since this map is your personal view, it shows a territory ih"t has nevdr
been drawn with fl.ius.i pardcutar features before.

by placing an_'5C' t1 th" middle of the paper.
T*gI
dwelling

This represenE the actual
you
li-rre.
Depending
on the scile that you clioose for this map,' it
pJrere
can be as large as a city or as small as your house or afartment building. '

Io 4u SPper +ght l,*d corner of the paper write the letter'I{'to represent
north. If yot don't lcnow which direction is north, hry rernerrbering rarlere the
srrn rises and sets and shifting your mental picfure 90 degrees to ttre left or right
of that direction:
Soryrng couipass points G important f6r detersrining majo"r
characteristics of the place where you live, incluiting where to place wiiaows to
capfure solar energy and where to plant evergreenslo shield w'inter winds.
I

Next draw in the bodyof water that is nearest to the X that marks the spot
yoq live. It may be a streaur, river, lake, pond, or even a wetland. ihis is
Th*
the time when the scale of your map will becouie eviderrt
Using the_ Ietter N to orient-yor+ draw a few arrows on the side of the paper
that matches the direction from which r4rind and rain usually come. Tfris'may
l
achrally
different place depending on the time of year, or ttr"r. may be
!"
" during a given season. IT you don't know ttds direction, tiy to
sever?l:place-s
resrember which dgorstep or windowsiil gpts wettest in a storur, or which
window rattles loudest when the wind blows.
The water Uo{Y you-drew is su:ror:nded by high ground that car:.ses'rain to flow
into ir
-ty the force of Savity. High ground shdts fuater, so the tenn "lyqtprrshed"
is used to describe all of the lanilthit surrorrnds a partinrlar body of water.
Draw in the high ground that creates the watershld where you'Iive"
The ner<t elerrrent to include in this map is oil. Use your memoqf of visits to
areas 9n ygur maP to draw in different t5ryes of soil such as sand, clay, or rich
t?p".ol.. Add
1ny othgr geologrcat characteristics - such as rock outcrops or
formations
that are unique to yorrr a,rea.
#a.iul

-

Next, draw examples of at least three plants and three alimats that are native
to the place where you live. Nativd'means these are wild plants and animals,
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rather than domestic ones. It means th.I are indigenous and existed in this place
I
before the area was settled by pioneers hom outside North Am,erica.
So far, there haven't been any sigrrs of human activity in this map. Draw in one
aspect of the human relafionship to whatever you've drawn thaf represertts one
of the worst things people havsdone or are d6ing to the place wheie you live.

Now show the best thing people are doing to try to harmonize with the
ecological elements in the map. lfrese mat be efforts to sr.rstainably fa::rr, to
restore damaged habitats, or to improve the balance between hurrrdn needs and
those of nafrual systems
,
,

The maP you've made is a view of the place you call home, It shows that place in
terms of some of the ecological elements that ultimately support life theri These
elements need to be restored where th"y have beert dairagEd and presenred
where th*I are still intast. Some of them should be seen as approp'riate for
sIPPllnTg basic hr::rtan needs of food, water,
and miieriils, as long as
-eng::::::::::::::::rry,
this can be done in ways that are sush.inable for
bolh people and other lifel

An r:nd"tsfuTdTg of the ecologrcal underpinrrings of the place.where you live
can become the basis for your view of the comrnr:nity and its developirent Ifs
commrurify issues would benefit from this kina of analysis.
$sy to sge Flt
They include land u.se and development decisions, water srrpplies and s**uge
treatnT ent, education and health, and even stagrng local cehLiations to recofrize
unique natural and ffilttrral evenb,
Yor.u map shows a territory that needs support and defense. It also shows an
ure.u
may want to know more about in order to best support and defend
Think about one question this exercise has presented abo-rit the place where
Ioo live-that-you canrtot answer. Write it down on the bottom ofthe map. Take
time to find the answer and
lever rlop Tki"g questions that will make yol u
better-inforrned decision uraker in the place io" call home.

Iq

it

Appendix

B

Open Space
ABoUT OpeN SPACE
Op"l

is a group prooess tedrnology derreto@ by Harrison Owen. Itis unique iu
lp"*
6at it is purcly

participant driven. After ground rules arre esablished with aII the work_
shop participants, itrdividuals arc asked to volutrEer to faciliarc a srnalt gmup discussion
on a topic of particular inUest or mnoern; a disqrssion ttey are especially passionaE
about Those that vslune€r o lcad &e disctssion annoutroe 6e bpic/issue and ufry it is
important and post their titte on a wall-sized maser schcdule with ming places listed
The market place of discussions &cu is oped and participants select 6e rssions of
interest by writing their narrc on drc posu of tbe topicrlssue they would like to discuss.
firre pararneters are announced and snrall groups imroediately convene. Lively and/or iudepth discussions typically rcsult A reportin procedurc and noEukingstrucoue embte
all participants to leara about the various exchanges that take place during the break-out
sessions. The purpose ofthe open Space techaology is to share information, skills, and
expertise to enable teams to furtbcr their inrercsts in sustainability topics during the workshop and beyond.

Txe BLstc How To's oF OpEN Sp^ece
The facilitator begins wi6 an iuvitation to do what you've already been doing, looking
around the roonl seeing who's bere, signaling good morning to the people you know ana
rolong notice of any faces new to you. The tbeme is restaed and briefly explaiued, perhaps a short ssory of how we got herc, wift the rcrrinder that everyoneyounow see in
tlp circle is herc because they care about sorne aspect oftris therre and have chosen to
be herc, to learn from'and contntute to 6e work at han4 The facilitator also explains &at
&e big empty wall is, in fact, our agenda He acloowledges trat it is a giant erryty space,
but reassures us thatit will, within 6e hour, be filled yith discussion opics rctated o the
thesp. He makes it very clear &at all of &ese br€akout session mpics will be proposed
by us, tbe people uow sirring in the circle. The logistics of this are equally char-

-

while 6e reality of this responsibility sinks in, tbe Four principles arc exphined- what
s€€rrEd strange when you read tbe posErs carlier,,mw secnrs to make a lotof sensa
"whoever cornes is the right people' acloowledges that &e only people realty qualified
or able to do great work on any issuearc those who really carc, and ftreely choose to be
involved" "Wbeneverit starB is &e rigtt time" regsgnizes that spirit and crcativity don't
nrn on tle clock, so while we'rc hcrc, well all keep a vigitant watch for grcat ideas and
pv insights, which can happen at anytirre" "Whatdver happens is the.only 6iug that
could have" allows eveqone to let go of the could haves, would barrcs and should haves,
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that we can give our fuIl_atEntion to tbe reality of what is
Iis possibb
right

working and
now. And finany, "when itb over, its over- acfrowrcages 6at yor nerrer
just
know
how loog it'll take m deal wi6 a given issug and renrinds us tat gening{be
is

wgrk done is more important than sticking m an arbitrary schedute. Takcn tJgether,
these
principles say "work hard, pay attentiou, but be prcpaftd o be surprised!"
The one liw is The Law of rwo Fee! or in sorrp cassr, The Law of persouat Mobility.
It
says sfunply thatyou, and only you, know where you cal learn and contrjbute
tlre rnoito
&e work 6at musl take place today. It dernands that you use your two feet to go wherc
you need to go and do what you E€ed to do. If at any r'n today, you find tbat you
ar€ oot
learning or conributing, you bave the right and fu rcsponsibility to move... fiud another
brea&out session, visit 6e food able, alre a walk in tbe suushine, make a phone call
butDO NOT wastc tirr.

-

This simple rule makes everyone fully responsible for tbe quality of their own work and
wor* experience. It creates bumblebees who buzz from session to sessiog cross-pollinating aod connecting pieces of the work. It creates buttsflies who may not join any forural
sessions, choosing instcad to float at the edges. Tbey create the space forlverl,one to
apprcciate the energies and synergies uufolding in the work of tbe confercnce. Sometirnes
the most amazing solutioas seem to conrc out of nowhere so 6at,s wherc buttcrflies

-

tendo lookforthern

After a quick Iogistical rcview, the faciliutor invites anyone who's ready to corne to the
certer of the circle, grab a marker and a sheet of paper, and write down their burning
question, passionate issue, or great idea To the surprise of many, a numbcr of peopli
spring fr'om their chain and. arc quic*ly on all fours in tbe center of the circlg scribbling
their offerilgs. As each one finishes, they read treir issue(s) out loud. Ttrese arent
speeches; just simple ennouncernents- "My nanre
my issue is
and we'rc
ou to the Dext oDE while they ape thek she* to dre wall and assign it a place and a time
(from a pre-arranged sa of space/time choices). This is how evetrv€ry large groups can
crcatc two or tluee days of agenda in just one hour. As &e wall fills, those who werc at
first surprise4 find words for their issue and grab a ma*er. fud fren, as frst as it sarte4
it's done.

is_,

_,"

Ilaving dooe the irnpossible in 6e ftst hour, ttre energr level is pretty high now. The
facilitator gives a few rnorc instmctions and the whole group movqs to thl wall and signs
up for the sessions &ey want to amend Minutes later, tlrc first sessions startwi&out any
announcenleat or insructions, @use everybody knows wberc ttrey need o be. Sud_
denly the large circIe is mrny srmll circlcs, in dre conrcrs of the room or in separae
k€akout spaces, cach working on lxlrrrc importatrt part of tbe main thenrc. Errery session
bas bcen proposcd by sorreone who really cares about that imr and.has takeu responsi:
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bility for making sure it gets addrcssed. ln longer meetings, tbe convener is also respor.
sible for rccording 6e main poine and conclusions reacbed in bis orher session

'

As &e first sessions finish, atroughly the scheduled tirne, the second sessions begin. If
the work isn't finished, it continucs or a sequel is sdreduled. Some people have spent the
eutirc I l/2-hour session on one topic; others have bumblebeed or butterflied arotrnd,
connecting different issues. Evuy6ing is moviug people, i,te-c, rcsources, beliefs,
rclationshipa but it aII rcvolves and relates to tbe intention sarcd in &e invitadoL This
motion ebbs and flows, butthe wortcontimres, session afursessiou. In nrlri{ay meetings, erreryone also asscrnbles in fu mmning and wening for short onews" sessions,
wbcre things like new scssiors, major brealcbroughs, and diuner plans can be announced
easily.

-

-

Io sorne e\rents, especially longereventq the proceedings arc capnred by compurcr. The
persou who coovenes a session also takes responsibility for caporring trc noes and typ
ing theur into the compug. The rule-of-thumb is tratone day in open Space will g"i you
a lot of great discussion, nro days will give you tirne to capmr,e what happeos in a typ,ea
proceedings document, and a third day (q{ualy a half{ay) will allow a more forrnal
convergetrce to specific plans forimmediate action.
In sonp cases, smaller groups might &eaE handwritEtr proceedings to be typed up after
the evenl With larger groups and longer meetings, wherc follow-up and follow-through
is cdtical" fte E/ped proeditrgs can be duruped into an interoet format wbcrc firurrc
rrcetings can be announced and progress reports added onto the original proccedings.
Over tirnc, these proceedings otr an internet systern atso rnake a powerfirl oricntation and
faining resource, at both project and orgenizatienal tsysk.
In the closing circle, everyone in 6e room attcsts m the fact that, together, we have done
what rnost thougfu was impossiblc. Specifically, we have...
(l) idendfie4 explored and addrcssed dI of tbe most important issues,
(2) gathercd new ideas, rcsources and people and conneced trern o these issrcs,
Q) docuneurd all of this in somwhcre between 5 and 500 pages of notes and ncxt
stePs,

(4) establish€d sraegic ftenes, dear priorities, immdidE actions stcps
(5) distibued all of ttris informatbn to a (re)eoergized and action-ready commrnity

of

(6) ernpowered tbern to ell 6at story to the rest of the organization, conmunity, or
wql4 and
fl) sceded rycles of invitation 6ar wiu continrc o pult people into placcs whcrc they can
Eaximize thcir own learning and coutibution
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ErD' wi& propcr care and feeding, frc realities ad practicaliries of the
Fo,r
Principles and rhe l-aw of Two Fe"t can pemEaE the orranization,invitinl
peopre at
every level to urn attention into valug planning into vision, morrernent
inti io*irg,
l{ng-er

managernent into leadership that rnal<es a real difference. These
things are, however, e-<y
o see and tough to nEasurc.

Tbereforq youll need to rneasurc tbe srrccers'of open space the same way you
urcanure
everyfting else you do, in gms of product dcvelopmenttirrF,
Irocess ,y"t" ting
ployee and custonrr tumovetr, toal salcs tr yolrrnp of serrricer-prcfit
a11d aay
otber ways drat make sense. After all, we dont 'Do open spacel;ust
it's firn. we
do-i!g invite iryortantprojects, rcIationshipa, strarcgi"s aia r*as,rremts to move
+rickly in positive uew directions.

,i.g,
dr*

*,-

Hailedfor its utrcr simplicity and its power, Open Space starts wi& open_minded
leadership, an issue trat really mattcrs, and aa invitatioo to
iog new aud
"o-cr"e
amazing. what happens in ttre nrcetings is higb leandog, high
play and nigh productivity,
but is nerrer prrc-deernrined. And what eurergeg orrer time, is
ty inritilogorganiza"
tion, that will tkive in times of swirling change.

*rrt

t

Micluel Henta* fotutder atd principal of Michotl Hertnan Associaus, spccialkes in
lren slrce Tecfuulogy and otlur methds fur working in new dircctiow'and creaing
inviting orgoilzntiotrs. @ 1998 Mictuel Hernanr ,Lssociaus. He can bc rcached
by entait

at mlu rman

@g

lo

fulc hicag o. tut
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Appendix C

A SysTEMs AppRoACH
P*nttcl

,4dspted

PAI{T ACTTVITY

SuEm

fron " syntbiosisi' Artiington

Sustafuable

fumrunitis

Netuork,7997.

I )
I t

r

h

Each age has its rrniqpe joyr and events of inspiration
t$
and also its problems and issues to contend wittu we
are lirring at a time wtrerr fur some ttrere is rmparalIeled perscral aeedoug aff,uence, discorrery, ana oppo*unirty. But in smre prts of ogr courmrurities, we see violence, poverty, the destnrctior of living systems, and ottrer serious plou,
lErrs-

these extresres of the human ogerierrce aE not our first order of curcesr for fiis actiyity, hlt
we mrst keep them in mind as we ocplue tre basic assunptiorrs md vrays o( thinking *rat
give rise b tlrmr.
Cerrtral to successful lcrg-tern planning efforts is an awarsress of the complex interrelatigrrships anong 'le-conmunit/s seeuring disa* rystems that provide food,-rvaEr, energ5r,
homes, secure jobs, recreatiuuf educational and civic orprpctunities" If planning for trese
systeEut is bo fragmend ttre outcoures may bene6t only soEe residents, hamr-local ecure
mies, and upset the ecological balance of natural ecrsysens. If planning is too inEtFaEd
Yybesocurplexdratexistinggoveuranceand nrp,portsysterrs maybe overwhelmed. what is needed is a combined approadr thatbaances ieaatsr anairiegratlmr.
Thatis Ere challenge of this activity,

qkP-f

DtRecrtoNs FoR Srrreuu GRoup DtscusstoN
1.

Our Sroup is add*ssing

or

cormtJ/s

_

qFtesr-

z Individually list five criteria for ahealthy syseur.If youarre havingdifEcultyg*tng
started, use the s€lrbnce prw pq "A hedtry sysbm tras
: indudes i prwents _;
Pm"-t"r __ _J encorlragEs : insures , : or consideEs _., Keep tn concept

mappingrlwebbirqgexerciseinmind- Tht* abouttrow social, ecsroiri6, arid envirurqental
dements affectand are afiectedby {ris sysur" lhke about 5 minubs to cmrplebyorr lisL
I.

It
m.

ff.
v.
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Tlu group facilitator slwuld,label tlu top of afhp ch,afi pad

'

3. Group meurbers should take turrs introducingtr€ir cdtedattre criEia sr Ere f,ip chart pad At this stage, do not tale timc
slpuld talre abont Ut minuhs-

"CRITERIA-"

Ihe faEilitatorshould t€cod

b

discgss ttre

citE'ia lhis

*gyq.has finistred, rerienn the crikia qre at a time as a group. If necesary ask
1Ut:"
fu criteria clarificatioru llren decide whetherthesf*emorn€ndynniec,-orbits

to E€etthe

criEda- This should take aboutlS minutes.

c@

Tlu gtory ficilifafilr slwttlil plae a + (plre) biile ilu ditdia
od a - (mbad fuidc ilE nibtit tut anantty nrd.

nA

Ingroups of 2 or3, identifywlratpubelieve tobe key relaricrstrips betur€enyour slnsteul
and the o6er rysteos lisbd at the.bottom of ttre page. Recnrd Srou responses hnbw. rlis
sirould take abotrt 10 ninutes.
5.

The systerns interrelates rArith these other systeuu in the following ways:

nu

group

faalitwt

iltouW labet ilu bp of a flAp

&at pa "INTERREI-ATIONSHIPS..

groups should take hrrnsintr,oducing their inulelaticrstrips. TIre &cilirabr should
rccod the ineuelatimships on tb flip drart pad At tris stage, do not +"ke rirrra @ dissuss tlre
inEnetationshipa This should e,ke about 10 ninutes.
6. Small

Systems bring disanssed todty include : food/agriatlhre, enerry, watfr, bnildtng,
economic, edumtion, retretrtion/opm sprce, transyortatinnt gaanrnmant, attd lfid use.

ApperdixC Conlinued
Individnally think about fte individuals,.txrorps, organizatims, instihrtiors, or agencieg
y91 knov who addrese ttre qp.a-y"
r
?* dry+Tc aaa riiar p"",*y o"ir! * p""t
of treir overall missim - ar.ta Ust treurfrere. Ttris rhCIdd talle 3"eEinutL
7.

*

+F.

sF,
iH'.

. k'
nu grory faalitator duuA bbcl tlu

top of a flip dtortpad

"WHO.-

'

!F tulns ltuly*g ft" individuals, groups, organizatians,
g $End€s treylcrou wlro ,ddfds dhe system )rou arc di!i:usd;g. fte aciUator
ldlF*,
should record tlre names on ttre flip drart pad At this-stage, io not take fime 6 disctss the
names. lhis slrotdd take aboutlO mhret.
Group meurbers should

8.

9- ParticipElnts Present,

who may reprcsent or belong to any of these groups, should. briefly
describe their efforts. This should take about z minutes.

ru

grorq

fta\i:ttur

slouW laW ttu top of a flfo chot

pa "YIIO RKI NG TOG ETH

ER.

Whictr-oI.*ese groupe may wort bgetrer b address the cribia currerrtly not being met?
'19,
What
might be soure creative solutions or prol'ects partner groups uay consilerl a1e d6Utatu
should Ust tte-tl
Eyy work together and-irte"" dr parrnersfiip proiects trat rray
-ou-F Lho
prwrthsustainability.
This stould tate aboutl0 Erinutet

ru goryfadiMt drouil tad ttu tq of fli
a

dtot

pad

"BlG I DEAS."

Desaibe some of the ideas yor
in your sanall group trat strike pn alr most
pry.lttn or innovata lve-gEerated
The facilitaur sfroiU tist therr on'the aip cfrari paa
should ta&e 10 minutes.
11.

mt

i.p$!

12 Prepare

:

o

rrepqt a $rmEary of your surall group's s),ghm discussim

l,Eiiirffi-RrAlit'

b tre whole

group.

i,i;';#;i; i;i# l;;i,;i6i" # ili, ;.&il. ril *h;';
Thatwil

ae*gl or errl:siqn
:|tto.rdty
orgno$tfu^s,

any partiodar couse of actiqrcmrefreq, as
and agelrcies begin b intemct mse. trsEad, tre purpose is b uefffy
:
I range of ways group6, Ggildzatieu, and ageruies can ir@act.

gri.ps,

;hqi

t

Appendix D
Wrtfrt is tltc
Coalition?

Nsaqnllent
l--

!

#J

%
H

lilfr

Bclrrion trYatqxhcd Holisdit lufmagcrncrfr

We are an opcrt coalitisr of .ity, farru rural lal<c rEddElts. organizadorrs.
and statc and fedcral agencier brurght tog*her to evalrrstt and address the
netds and csrditisrs of Irkc Eenton Iitc a,rEe Eattlshlds

How is tlu l^frlfi Ba*on Waadtcd

uwntr*yt

paiut r"ted

to

ow

These intcrlocking cirdes idcndry rrariqrs alpcds of our cmrnlrnitv that
rrc wanrt tE maintain and errtrance. Amrurd the cirdes are the pinciplcs
',rrc
use to mal<e our decisiurs:

Local Contsd

b
Ehmc:

td

Panncq

Sdrqh

Coordinators:
t Carulyn Brtnfunt

t

3Mi87
Glcnn Ifug
tsoT)

(soT 3ffi!t5i2

tCslBw'*
(5O4 stt&.X%

Propcrty Rlghtt

HGribmry

Eeonomicl

GU AE{Arnq

F^rrf,t

Businsrst

Tqris

Ndtr
Fil

Prgur
&-m

Opan Comrnrnicadon

Wlrnt nfiE tln high prioritJ irsrcs hring ffirascd by tln
C^wlition?
Thc C".-lition will epmine ftrrc urais irsrc! at thfu tttrE Thcy

TofuiW

Grorurd and $rrfacc wretc grettty of IrkE Berrton;
r Tlrrough lskE wEd, conrol, roil erosisr, city and nrral nrnoff.

t

Ccrnrnunity and ccmrruricafiur*

{

*Elnal nads olqUWa *c
@oryp lrililtfu.- taffir.- d

r

I

Our Vision:
Arau6' ord frva* ryirrcfudhr e
pttorifrrg tpprfr.frB ln fr.frG

Uvestock srd rrrenurt

.

I

rn.nrg!!ffiiq

Locel zoring otdnencq

incrntina and bqrcfits of effedit

e

mgragEllErlt.

Sttrerdlhip fuisc rrrc of FElrcrrrtrHr) ettd bio&udty;
Crop dlrtrrificetiqr, analyac sodf,I and ccurqrric impacr"
explcc altcrnatirc rrscs of out lGEurcE*

t

Rcscattsu

r kmrotim

of nenrral rurormcE!, xrffkinEvith tsrrisrn tFouPt
and cncouaging mntinucd grcrryth of out&c recreatiodind

glrllcrultrlollr,-

ilEdc lnzillyturlryhgrrdtu
cutt;loticerens od p@do*

l{etf,rocldng, cornmrnityinvuhrcmcnt, edlrtetiqrel proErafiLr
and tfirf,s

wrltr

Mryafr.

are:

t

Our Mission:

ttu a,rtua $tttdtE
rlcmpffi.tJlrrcrrrrylatwrr a,d&rlrc

Mdetafirth
mfrlolllrrig *c frlnrs hdr6r,
ql@@rs.l:rrica+
gczrg/s,ndfu Daidolllor

Oudfrty of Lifr

ertl

I

gct t wobcil
If yer're qrctrned aboril tfrc quality of l+l* Bcrrtsr Ielc plan to atttnd e
c curtart sre of the Coelition Cosdinatst It is rs sirrplc es tlrnt.

Hsrlr cst

YswtuWt isnufudl
Tll pt.lc

L

l-q lgidl

b, th.

farr5tr O.i.trt!.a

of A.

i.an tr.rfh

ltr W|E.

F.ti Fh!-i Algr.n ttti.Iir..r.

C...rftG..
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organizations and Aglencies participating ir thc
I.ake Benton Watershed HoHstic Mauaglment Coalition
_

ArEa Busnnesgcs

Ara. Farmcrs

Arca c{ty Rcsldeuts
Board of Watcr aud Soil Resorrnces
Ctty of T akr Bruton
Clty of THer
Dtsmond Iake townehtp Board
Dram,eu Townshtp Boi,rd
Lake Berrton r qke tmprcnrcment ttssoctatton ttIFE)
T rke Bemtou Sportsnen's
Club
T alre Bentou townsbs Board
r rkr Shore Rcddcntsr rncoh County Board of Commlssfoncrs
Ltncoln cor:rrty EntEryr|se Derrclopucnt corporaHon
Lhcoh County F"{rn-.elorn
Llncoln Corrnty soll and watcr conscrva,flon Dlstrlct
Llncohe Connty ZoE ng ,nd Solfd Uraste
Itlarshffeld Townshtp lIoard
Mnnesota ncpartmcnt of Agrtcultrrre
Mlnncsota-DcpartnEnt of NIturaI Resorrrces
Mfnnesota Polhltton Confool Agerrcy
Nafirral Resourre Comscrrraflon Scrslcc.
Redwood Cottonwood Rtvtr Contuol ArEa IRCRC,AI

The Coalltton thnnl* all indivfftrgls, oryatrlzatlor!, sud
a8Pnctco who havc eoolrcratcd vith the lmplcmcntatlon of fJrc
rn,lsglgn and vislons of-the eoallfion.

Tlle @ailition arpprcrliats.s t tc @tmttgcftorm

I

afiea,

madif,I

tY+lqrs cotrese
Uhdell Librarv
Mlnneaporiil'nA frr
SS4S4

